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Abstract
This thesis addresses the problem of controlling the leg joints of a hexapod robot
in order to achieve robust autonomous walking behaviour. The main hypothesis
is that walking can be achieved by the cooperation of autonomous legs without
explicit communication between the legs. A new joint controller is proposed and
demonstrated for a hexapod that uses joint angles and force feedback information
in order to generate a torque. A method to optimise this controller is proposed
and tested for the validity of the algorithm.
A basic question in legged locomotion is how to control the movement of a
joint. Most of the time, the angular velocity of a joint is controlled in order
to control the joint movement and the main issue with this is that the velocity
cannot be changed immediately. The torque on the joint needs to be changed
first and, as a result, the joint velocity is changed.
The approach in this study is to use joint angles and leg reaction forces as
inputs to the new controller and produce a torque as the output, which drives the
joint. The reaction force on the leg provides the necessary information about the
v
robot’s interaction with the terrain. A dynamic simulation of a hexapod with 18
degrees of freedom (DOF) is built as the experiment platform based on a physics
library. The dynamic simulation allows the ability to apply forces and torques
on the robot in order to change its position (configuration). As the first step, a
proportional integral derivative controller (PID) was implemented, which drive
the leg joints of the hexapod. The purpose of using PID controllers was to get the
hexapod walking first, which allowed the analysis and study of the behaviour of
foot reaction forces, joint angles and joint torques during walking. The ultimate
goal is to replace the PID controller with the proposed new controller. A set
of leg coordination rules were introduced in order to achieve walking and a
robust walking behaviour for the hexapod on even terrain using PID controllers
is demonstrated successfully.
The second step was to design the proposed new controller which is based
on artificial neural networks (ANN). The ANN controller is based on previous
work on local cluster neural networks (LCNN). By using the data collected in
PID controller based walking, the LCNN controller was trained to generate a
torque depending on the current three joint angles and the three reaction force
components on the tip of a given leg. The trained LCNN controller was tested in
the hexapod simulation by replacing a PID controller of a leg joint with the new
LCNN controller. In comparison to the torque generated by the PID controller,
the LCNN controller demonstrated a close following. The hexapod could still
walk having a LCNN controller in one of its leg joints. The main issue we found
here was that, if we replace all PID controllers with the LCNN controllers, the
hexapod will collapse and will not walk. Some of the reasons for this behaviour
can be the limited range of data available for training, the unknown states and
the high number of DOF in the hexapod.
To overcome these issues with the LCNN controller, it needs to be optimised.
In order to optimise the LCNN controller, the method proposed is to find an
vi
optimal set of connection weights for the controller. In other words, search for a
set of connection weights for the LCNN controller (each leg controller may have
different set of connection weights) so that the hexapod could walk by generating
the required torque at each of the joints. To achieve this goal, an evolutionary
framework based on genetic algorithms is implemented and successfully tested
for its validity.
In summary, a new joint controllers is proposed and demonstrated, a dynamic
simulation of a hexapod is implemented, PID controllers are used initially for
analysis of walking (also it is shown that hexapod walking using PID controllers
can be achieved using a few leg configurations and some basic rules), the new
controller is tested in the hexapod and tools to optimise the new controller is
implemented and validated.
vii
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
This chapter gives a brief overview of legged machines, the current research status
of legged locomotion and the problem being solved including the scope, objectives
and the contributions of this research. An outline of the next chapters will be
given at the end of this introduction.
1.1 Overview of Hexapod Walking
Wheeled vehicles can only travel on roads or firm and flat ground with small
irregularities, while legged animals can access a large fraction of the natural
terrain. The complexity of walking robots in their coordinated control of legs
and mechanical realisation is a current drawback, when compared with simple
wheeled machines. Therefore, the construction of fast, smooth and robust walking
robots remains an elusive goal. The popularity of humanoid robotics and biped
walking (human inspired walking) is stimulating much research and development
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in this area [Ishida and Kuroki, 2004; Wolff and Nordin, 2002]. A majority of
creatures in nature have either four, six or eight legs. The demonstration of their
four legged robot, BigDog, by Boston Dynamics [Playter et al., 2006a] shows that
having four (or six) legs is a useful alternative compared with biped robots. Both
with four legs (quadruped) or six legs (hexapod), a statically stable gait can
be achieved. Statically stable gait in a quadruped has four successive single leg
movements to complete one step whereas the hexapod has only two successive
leg movements (swing and stance with each phase moving three legs at a time).
Assuming the legs move with the same speed, the hexapod would move twice as
fast as the quadruped in a statically stable gait.
Insect walking with six legs is a well researched area, which provides the
knowledge that inspires the technology of hexapod robot walking. Insects make
around 80% - 90% of all animal species and hold the largest biomass of all
terrestrial animals. A noteworthy characteristic of insect walking is the apparent
high level of autonomy of the legs [Du¨rr et al., 2004]. This autonomy of the
legs poses the question whether it is possible for hexapod walking to arise
from cooperation of autonomous legs, without explicit communication between
the legs. This research is an initiation to answer this question. Having such
autonomous legs would enable distributed controlling of a large number of degrees
of freedom in machine walking and possibly handle robustness on irregular terrain.
A robot with autonomous legs has to use the local sensor signals (e.g. joint sensor
signals) within each leg in order to generate the correct amount of torque at the
joints so the robot can walk. The autonomous legs we use in our research with
the hexapod simulation have joint angle sensors and a three component force
sensor at the tip of the leg. When any legged creature or insect walks or stands
on a terrain, the forces acting on a foot on terrain are dependent on the nature
of the terrain, the topography and the pose of the creature, including the actions
and configuration of other legs. In the same way, by sensing the forces on the
foot combined with other sensory input such as joint angles, an autonomous leg
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gains information on the pose of the robot as a whole implicitly mediated by
the robot’s body. The proprioreceptors of limbs in animals are responsible for
giving information about the position of the limbs and also the muscle tensions.
The recent study by Dallman et al. [Dallmann and Schmitz, 2014] on leg joint
torques of a large insect shows that joint angles and single leg forces provide
important information on functions of leg joints during unrestrained locomotion.
They further state that ”The task-dependent generation of different joint torques
in different legs seems to be under strict feedback control involving dedicated force
sensors for each joint”, which is initial proof that force feedback is an important
aspect to consider for a joint controller.
Most articulated robots use joint angle sensors, but force sensing is not widely
used in robot walking. By using force sensors in addition to the joint angles, the
autonomous actions by an autonomous leg can be improved so that the eventual
walking gait is improved. The interaction of a legged creature or a machine
with the ground happens via the tip of the legs. This essential interaction is not
captured by the joint angle sensors. They cannot identify whether a leg has made
contact with the ground or whether the terrain is soft or hard, unless the joints are
elastic and the desired joint angle is known, in which case an obstacle (ground)
on the path of the leg tip can be identified by means of joint angles. Force sensors
that measure the reaction forces on the foot can provide this information. As an
example, the study by Hori [Hori et al., 2002], measures the reaction forces on
the legs for maintaining stability by re-configuring the distribution of total weight
among the legs. An example for the use of force sensors in stick insects can be
found in [Zill et al., 2012].
Simulation is used for our investigation on autonomous leg behaviour before
building an actual hexapod with force sensors (for more details on a discussion on
force control in robotics - [Gorinevsky et al., 1997]). To simulate the hexapod,
we need a simulation environment capable of reproducing the dynamics of an
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articulated body with joints driven by muscles, pneumatics or electric motors.
In many articulated body simulations that are used in robotics, games or
movies, the movements are produced based on kinematics. Especially in smaller
robots, servo motors are used for the control of joints. The joint is moved to
the desired position in a succession of small discrete steps. The trajectory of
the joint movement is defined as a dense succession of points. In the real world,
legged creatures move their legs as a result of applying a torque to each of the leg
joints. The joints (and the limbs attached to the joints) are accelerated by the
applied torque, resulting in a velocity that produces a displacement. To control
the movement of a joint and the attached limbs, the applied torque needs to be
time varying so that the limbs follow the correct trajectory. The displacement
produced by the application of a torque to a joint can be determined by solving
the corresponding dynamic equations of motion. The study by Omer [Omer et al.,
2009] which modifies the ankle joint of a biped robot uses dynamic simulation
to test the modification before the physical robot is modified. This is one of
the advantages in using simulation in which hypotheses can be tested before an
actual robot (artefact) is built. Building virtual prototypes of hexapod robots in
combination with kinematics and dynamics simulation is presented by Mahapatra
[Mahapatra and Roy, 2009]. In their research, the varying torque on joints and
the aggregate of centre of mass were analysed during periodic gait. Developing
algorithms to control the motion of real robots using the analysis is their eventual
goal.
The repetitive behaviour of leg motions in walking is formed based on the
central pattern generators (CPG) in nature. The input from sensors modulate
these patterns. Getting input from sensors is one of the mechanisms that help the
legs to adapt to (or identify) different terrain conditions. As an example sensing
a soft terrain such as mud does not mean that a creature can adapt and walk on
mud but helps to identify the danger of sinking in. Same mechanisms of using
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sensory input to get information about surroundings and terrain can be useful in
designing walking robots [Delcomyn and Nelson, 2000]. We use PID controllers
in our hexapod leg joints to generate the required torque to reach a specific joint
angle configuration to initially validate the dynamic simulation of the hexapod.
More details on the simulation and using a different controller instead of PID
controller are discussed in the following chapters.
1.1.1 Importance of legged machines
The main difference between wheeled and legged locomotion is the dependency on
terrain. Wheeled locomotion highly depends on terrain being paved, consistent
and somewhat flat, whereas legged locomotion has less dependency on consistent
terrain. Most of the earth’s surface does not have paved paths. This is a main
advantage of legged machines where they use isolated foot holds in locomotion.
The following Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 provide a brief comparison of wheeled and
legged machines.
Table 1.1: Wheeled machines
Advantages Disadvantages
Easy locomotion on flat terrain Needs paved paths (e.g. rails, roads)
Can achieve high speeds Less likely to handle difficult uneven terrain
Less control effort Hard to overcome obstacles
1.2 Problem Statement
Though there has been much research work done in the area of machine walking,
as discussed later in the literature review, there is much work to be done in
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Table 1.2: Legged machines
Advantages Disadvantages
Can handle difficult terrain Design can be complex
Path of the body is decoupled
from paths of the feet
Can avoid obstacles easily by
strategically choosing contact
points
Complex controlling mechanisms
Needs only isolated foot holds Synchronisation of several joints (DOF)
achieving biological like walking behaviours for machines. This means that
there is a gap in our knowledge on how exactly humans and animals achieve
walking. Hence, every little step towards achieving robust walking for machines
is important. We can divide the machine walking research in to two main groups
based on biologically inspired walking.
a.) Humanoid walking research that tries to implement the walking behaviour of
humans in machines
b.) Animal walking which tries to mimic the behaviours of animals with different
number of legs in machines
Of these two, the research in animal-like walking for machines further divides into
main streams such as four legged, six legged, and eight legged walking machine
research. Our research focuses on a six legged machine, which is also referred as
a hexapod. Though there is an extensive amount of research in hexapod walking,
as discussed in Chapter 2, we are yet to achieve robust biological-like walking for
hexapods.
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1.2.1 Hypothesis
The main hypothesis of this research is to understand whether it is possible
for hexapod walking to arise from the cooperation of autonomous legs, without
explicit communication between the legs. The approach to test this hypothesis is
by proposing a new controller for the leg joints that uses the leg reaction force and
joint angles as inputs (explicit communication between the legs via the change in
reaction force and joint angles) and generate a torque to drive the joint.
1.3 Current Knowledge of Hexapod Walking
Three research groups have contributed most prominently to the knowledge about
hexapod walking in animals and machines.
1. Holk Cruse and his group at the Bielefeld University, Germany
[Cruse and MU¨LLER, 1986; Cruse, 1990; Cruse et al., 1995; Du¨rr et al.,
2004; Schilling et al., 2007, 2013]
2. Roger Quinn and his group
[Quinn et al., 2003; Lewinger and Quinn, 2010; Beer et al., 1992;
Kaliyamoorthy et al., 2005; Allen et al., 2003]
3. Anatoli Schneider and the group at the Fraunhofer Institute of Germany
[Gorinevsky et al., 1997; Schneider and Schmucker, 2006a;
Schmucker et al., 1996; Schneider and Schmucker, 2006b; Schmucker et al.,
2005; Palis et al., 2005]
Above hexapod walking schemes are discussed in detail in the following
sections.
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1.3.1 Cruse model
H. Cruse and his group proposed a kinematic model for hexapod walking by
studying stick insects. In their model they used simple neural networks to
describe the walking behaviour of stick insects [Schilling et al., 2013, 2007; Cruse,
1990]. Each leg in the model has a set of neural networks and the whole walking
scheme is called as Walknet. The initial idea for the Cruse model is coming
from biological studies on the stick insects. The model started with a recurrent
network, where the training of the network is different to a feedforward network
due to the feedback loops in the network.
Walknet controls each leg in the stick insect model with three main sub
networks that coordinates walking. These are the swing network, stance network
and the selector network. The selector network handles the coordination between
legs using the Cruse rules (discussed in section 2.2.1). Based on these rules, the
walknet system decides when to switch from swing phase to stance phase and
vice versa. The inputs to the swing and stance networks are; the 3 joint angles of
the leg, the load on the leg, the position of the foot (this is measured in relative
to the body, in the direction of longitudinal axis of the body) and the phase of
neighbouring legs via a signal (whether the neighbouring legs are in stance or
swing phase). The swing and stance phase for a leg is activated using the current
posterior extreme position (PEP) of a leg. Depending on these inputs, the swing
and stance networks then output an angular velocity for each of the leg joints.
Kinematic simulations of stick insects have been made using the Walknet
controlling scheme [Schilling et al., 2007; Cruse, 1990]. These simulations show
many aspects of the walking behaviour of real insects. In a kinematic simulation
the joint velocities can be used to give the position of the legs over time that can
be displayed as an animation sequence. The fact here is that the motion of a real
object cannot be controlled by specifying velocities because the velocities cannot
be modified instantly. To change a velocity the object has to be accelerated by
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the application of a force or a torque until the desired new velocity has been
reached. As a result of the torque applied on a joint, it gains angular acceleration
(assuming the torque is increasing), which causes the joint velocity to change over
time.
Therefore, to generate the torque required to achieve the specified angular
velocity profile for a given joint (the angular velocity is the output of the sub
networks swing and stance), another controller is needed in the Cruse model. This
will have an inevitable time delay in adjusting the angular velocity constantly.
Depending on the speed of the movement this time delay may be negligible or
noticeable. As an example, when the foot touches the terrain the angular velocity
needs to be zero. Any delay in reaching a zero velocity at this point will cause the
leg to have an impact with the terrain rather than a soft touch down (e.g. legs
of stick insects, cockroaches and majority of animals touch down on the ground
without decelerating the swing movement, hence creating an impact between the
leg and the ground).
In summary, the main approach of the Cruse model is the fact that joint
velocities are used in driving the joints [Schilling et al., 2007]. These velocities
are desired velocities for the joints. The joints are not driven directly with
acceleration. The authors state that the resulting torques and terrain forces
are comparable to the real world insect walking with their experiments.
The fundamental question of how to make a controller for the legs using the
velocities is not clearly addressed in this approach. Also, it is not very clear
why the joint velocities are used in designing a controller rather than using joint
torques. It may be the reason that the kinematics of real walking insects can be
observed and measured easily whereas the dynamics (forces) are hard to observe
and measure.
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1.3.2 Roger Quinn’s group
The work done by R. Quinn et al. has been mainly in two streams. The first
stream has been to develop a robot with mechanical and control characteristics
similar to cockroaches. The second has been to capture the biological principles
of locomotion [Quinn et al., 2003]. The Robot I (R-I) uses inverse kinematics and
gait coordination controllers to achieve walking on a smooth terrain. One of the
gait coordination mechanisms used was the Cruse coordination rules proposed
by H. Cruse et al. [Cruse, 1990], which models how walking is achieved by
Cray Fish and Stick Insects. How the transition from swing phase to stance
phase happens in Stick Insects and Cray Fish are discussed and the R-I has used
this for its coordination. This coordination model is based on observations and
measurements of biological creatures.
The R-II hexapod by R. Quinn et al. uses a hierarchical controlling
mechanism. Each leg has a local controller for the coordination of its own joints
using inverse kinematics. Leg coordination was achieved by Cruse coordination
rules [Cruse, 1990]. A central controller was used to control the body height
and orientation of the robot. By using a hierarchical controlling system (central,
local and coordination controllers) the R-II was able to walk with one of its legs
restricted. The authors have identified that joint actuator technology in R-II,
which is tend to be slow, needed improvements in order to match their animal
counterparts. The main reason for this slowness has been identified as the dc
motors used in joints.
The next model of this line is the R-III and it uses double acting pneumatic
cylinders. It has a centralised posture control system and a localised leg controller
system. The posture controller distributes the load among the stance legs
according to the joint position data. The local joint, leg and gait controllers
cause each joint to follow a desired trajectory determined by inverse kinematics.
Trained neural networks are used in the legs for inverse kinematics. Initially
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the kinematic and inertial properties with joint angles of the robot were fed in
to a dynamics simulation to get a reasonable tripod posture. Then five different
positions were chosen to represent the legs during their stance phase. The authors
claim that, when the two control systems were joined (posture and local) and
tried to get the robot walking, the results have not been as expected. Though
R-III could walk, it was tending to stumble due to the legs being lifted rapidly
regardless of the three legs on stance could produce enough force to support the
robot. The issue here was that the joint torques were not generated quick enough
to stabilise the robot. The proposed solution to counter this issue was to use force
feedback on local controllers. This has been stated as future work in the paper
[Quinn et al., 2003]. An R-IV and another line of robots called Whegs (consist
of single segmented legs) are also developed by this team.
The authors have noted and raised that there still are fundamental control
issues to be solved in legged locomotion. How to use force feedback as an
advantage for machine walking is another question raised. One approach proposed
for finding solutions for the control systems is to study the insect’s biology.
The more recent robot discussed in [Lewinger and Quinn, 2010], BILL-Ant-a
uses neuro-biological mechanisms in order to generate adaptive stepping actions
and a subset of Cruse rules for leg coordination. Each leg has an influence
value depending on its thorax-coxa (ThC) angle and a leg is influenced by its
neighbouring legs and the net influence is calculated by subtracting the average
of neighbouring influences from the influence value of the leg in consideration.
According to the net influence being positive or negative, the leg will start to
step (swing) or remain on ground (stance).
In summary, the robots developed by this team mainly use Cruse rules for leg
coordination and the joint controllers are based on inverse kinematics.
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1.3.3 Anatoli Schneider’s group
The Katharina hexapod robot developed by A. Schneider et
al. [Schneider and Schmucker, 2006a; Schmucker et al., 1996;
Schneider and Schmucker, 2006b; Schmucker et al., 2005] uses force sensors
on its legs. This robot is developed as a service operations model where it can
move to a location and then drill using a tool while standing on its six legs. The
controlling mechanism for this robot consists of two levels.
The upper level is supervisory and prescribes the parameters such as
components of angular and linear velocities of the body, gait pattern and track.
The lower level consists of a main controller and six leg controllers. The
controlling mechanism assumes that the robot moves slowly enough so that
the motion can be described kinematically. The lower level main controller
consists of five sub units, which are the master step cycle generator, step cycle
modification unit, coordinate transformation unit, sensor signal evaluation and
six leg transformation units.
Pre-planned (commanded) vectors for Velocity, Position and the Force on tip
of the leg are used to control the walking. The force feedback from the legs is
used to adjust the leg displacement according to the difference in measured and
commanded force values. Additionally, the force feedback from legs are used
by the control system to improve the leg adaptation to terrain (soft or rough
terrain) by distributing the force among the supporting legs (legs on the ground)
uniformly.
1.4 Knowledge Gap
Both the research work by H. Cruse and R. Quinn et al. are related to mimicking
the walking behaviour of insects (specially the Stick insect and Cockroaches).
Cruse rules are used in R. Quinn’s robots for gait coordination. The focus of both
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the research work is to get the artificial creatures walk as the biological insects by
reverse engineering the walking behaviour and neuro-biological methods of the
biological insects.
The Katharina robot uses force sensors and force feedback information in its
controlling mechanism. How the leg joints are controlled in Katharina is not
clearly specified but the paper, [Schmucker et al., 1996] state that, the six leg
transformation units produce programmed trajectories for each of the legs in
Cartesian coordinates.
A robust approach on how a leg joint can be driven remains an open question.
Cruse’s approach is to use joint velocities to drive a leg joint while Quinn uses
a distributed controlling architecture with central and local controllers where
joint controllers are based on inverse kinematics (position). Katharina robot (A.
Schneider’s) uses a hierarchy of controlling systems with a pre-planned velocity,
position and force vectors to control the walking. Therefore, there is a lack of
knowledge on a robust approach to control a leg joint. In our research we propose
a joint controller that moves a joint by controlling the torque.
1.5 Objectives, Contribution and Scope
The main objective of this research study is to achieve hexapod walking using
simple algorithms with the help of angle and foot force sensors. The approach is
to design an insect like hexapod robot in simulation. Since the legs are not able
to achieve the task of walking individually, we can consider them as cooperating
legs. The main reason why a hexapod is proposed as the model for this research,
is the fact that with six legs, the stability of the machine can be achieved by using
only three legs at a time. Thus if we keep three legs on terrain at any given time,
the machine is statically stable. It does not have unstable phases during gaits,
which we expect to be a simplifying element in simulations. The mechanism of
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controlling the joints is discussed in detail starting from simple PID controllers
to neural network controllers based on artificial evolution. In summary, the aims
of this study are:
a.) achieving a stable walking pattern for the hexapod;
b.) using force feedback (reaction force) on the legs as an input to the joint
controller;
c.) designing a sensor based controller for the legs;
d.) training the controller and validate the feasibility of using it in walking;
e.) prepare and develop necessary tools to optimise the controller using artificial
evolution.
To achieve a stable walking pattern, hexapod legs should have controllers attached
to them, which are capable of responding to the behaviour of other legs and the
environment depending on sensory inputs. A simulation tool will be used to model
the hexapod and the surrounding environment consisting with terrain and has
properties such as gravity and friction. When some legs of our hexapod are not
on the ground, other legs will feel more weight and hence more reaction force will
be applied on the feet of the legs on the ground. How the success of this system
can be measured? The main method of evaluating how well the autonomous legs
of the hexapod work, is to examine how well the hexapod can move and walk.
The following will be used as the benchmarks of success:
a.) speed of movement;
b.) repetitiveness and synchronous behaviour of legs;
c.) deviation from the direction of walking;
d.) efficiency of reaching a stable gait (i.e. the time elapsed from initial state to
reach a stable gait);
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e.) robustness (e.g. when terrain irregularities are introduced).
1.5.1 Main contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are as stated below.
A hexapod walking algorithm using 18 PID controllers to control the 18
DOF. Using a minimum set of start, intermediate and end positions a
hexapod walking algorithm is developed. The simulation is based on
dynamics and all movements are achieved by applying torques on joints.
There are no restrictions on joints (i.e. joints are not stiff or fixed) making
them to have free movements with acceleration and deceleration. This is
in contrast to how a servo motor handles a joint where the movement is
controlled as succession of small steps.
Investigation of the behaviour of foot reaction force and the joint angles of
the hexapod to see how different legs have different loads in the stance
phase.
Use of foot reaction force as an information source in the walking algorithm.
The foot reaction force is used with PID controllers to decide on the
leg phase in PID controller based walking and also used in the proposed
controller as an input.
Design of an artificial neural net controller that uses the leg reaction force
components and joint angles as inputs. This controller generates a torque
depending on the input. Our experiments show that the hexapod can walk
on even terrain with a neural net controller on one joint of a leg and other
leg joints being PID controllers. This shows the ability to have two different
methods of controllers for the joints. By further developing this approach,
in the future we can ensure that a controller is chosen depending on the
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terrain conditions. As an example, the hexapod may be able to utilise ANN
controllers on uneven terrain and use PID controllers on even terrain.
1.5.2 Scope and limitations
The scope of this research work is limited to the following:
a.) all walking algorithms and experiments are carried out in simulation;
b.) the walking is mainly on even terrain;
c.) necessary tools to evolve the controller based on evolutionary algorithms are
developed and validated.
1.6 Thesis Outline
In this thesis hexapod walking is considered and an algorithm using PID
controllers is implemented for hexapod walking. Artificial Neural Network and
Evolutionary Algorithms are proposed to further develop the walking of hexapod.
The thesis is structured as follows.
Chapter 2 discuses and reviews the literature relevant for this thesis. Review is
categorised in to three main sections as General machine walking, Hexapod
walking using foot force sensors and hexapod walking with neural and
evolutionary techniques.
Chapter 3 provides the details about the simulation tools, configuration of the
hexapod, brief discussion on kinematics and dynamics and the model for a
single leg.
Chapter 4 discusses the PID controllers, using PID controllers in our hexapod
and analysing of PID controller based walking.
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Chapter 5 discusses the implementation of an artificial neural network based
controller, local cluster neural networks (LCNN), training and using the
LCNN controllers in hexapod walking.
Chapter 6 discusses the tools prepared for future research activities in
developing an evolutionary based algorithm to decide the weights of the
LCNN controllers so that an optimal set of weights is found.
Chapter 7 summarises the thesis and the final conclusions.
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
The literature review for our research can be categorised into three sections.
A.) General machine walking;
B.) Machine walking that uses foot force sensors;
C.) Machine walking that uses neural networks and evolutionary mechanisms.
In the following sections these topics are discussed in more detail.
2.1 Machine Walking
Machine and robot walking has been the subject of research and technical
development for over 60 years [Nonami et al., 2014]. Based on historical literature
[Nonami et al., 2014] it is evident that animated machines imitating animals
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and humans have been built for centuries. Various human-like and insect-like
machines are developed to achieve animal like walking. The dynamic walking
approach [Kuo, 2007] which focuses on producing a cyclic gait is discussed next
which is the approach we have taken in our research.
2.1.1 Dynamic walking approach
This method relies on the passive dynamics of the legs to produce walking. The
focus of this approach is to produce a cyclic walking gait. Consider the following
Figure 2.1 (from [Kuo, 2007]). It shows the steps of the cyclic pattern from swing
phase to stance phase based on swing leg having a pendulum like behaviour and
the stance leg having an inverted pendulum like behaviour.
Figure 2.1: A biped gait based on dynamic walking approach [Kuo, 2007]
It should be understood that 100% passive dynamic walking only can be
seen in a slight slope, where there may not be any controllers or actuators
[McGeer, 1990]. When it comes to level ground or slopes with different
angles, the controlling and actuation will play a major role in dynamic walking.
A demonstration of dynamic walking was done by Miura and Shimoyama
[Miura and Shimoyama, 1984] where their robot (BIPER-3) walked by allowing
the stance leg to behave as an inverted pendulum (We will be discussing the
basics of inverted pendulum in the following paragraphs). Later on, Raibert
[Raibert, 1986] demonstrated running gaits which resulted from controlled spring
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actions of the legs. It was McGeer [McGeer, 1990] who took dynamic walking into
an extreme passive mode proving that walking could be produced without any
control on a gentle slope by using only gravity power. In this approach, the legs
are moved freely as pendulums and they produced a periodic motion and have
exhibited passive stability. Based on passive dynamic principles, researchers have
produced actively powered robots that walk on levelled grounds [Collins et al.,
2005]. This walking is achieved by substituting gravitational power (which powers
passive walking on a down hill) with a simple actuation using electric motors.
2.1.2 Inverted pendulum
Figure 2.2: How an inverted pendulum works
An inverted pendulum has a pivot at the bottom of the pendulum. Because of
this configuration, it comes to an unstable equilibrium when Θ (the angle between
the pendulum and the normal) is equal to zero. The controlling system applies a
force, F to the cart (or to the base which the pendulum is attached to) whenever
the pendulum is unbalanced. This force makes the pendulum come to balance
again. This theory is used in dynamic walking to generate the gaits. However,
in passive dynamic walking, there is a collision between the swing leg and the
ground (Figure 2.1). This dissipates some energy. By using a gentle slope or
through an actuation method such as push-off, this lost energy can be restored
[McGeer, 1990].
Consider Figure 2.2 to understand how the inverted pendulum theory is
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applied for walking. When one leg acts as a pendulum, the other leg acts as an
inverted-pendulum. The swing legs collision with the ground helps to keep the
inverted pendulum (stance leg) from rotating all the way around the ankle. Then
the swing leg becomes the stance leg and hence acts as an inverted pendulum,
while the previous stance leg acts as a pendulum. The power generated by the
hip joint keeps the swing leg moving forward.
2.1.3 The history of machine walking
In 1893, Lewis A, Rygg designed (but never built) one of the first walking
machines [Rygg, 1893] (Figure 2.3). It was a design of a mechanical horse.
Figure 2.3: An early design of a mechanical horse [Rygg, 1893]
The first mechanical walking machines were based on predefined movements
and did not have any sensing mechanisms to adapt to the terrain. But in 1960s,
a walking truck (Figure 2.4) was designed and built by Ralph Mosher at General
Electric [Mosher, 1969]. The idea was to have a human as the controller with
the feet and limbs attached to the legs of the truck. It had force feedback
mechanisms and the controller could feel the terrain and the obstacles as if he/she
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is stepping on them. Even though this was a milestone in building walking
machines, the main thing still missing in this walking truck was an automatic
controlling mechanism, which could guide itself rather than using humans as a
harness.
Figure 2.4: The walking truck built by General Electric - Ralph Mosher [Mosher,
1969]
In 1970s Robert McGhee’s research group at the Ohio State University were
the first to use digital computing in controlling walking machines. They built
an insect like hexapod which could walk with a number of standard gaits and
also run and turn. The main task of the digital computer was to solve kinematic
equations to coordinate the electric motors which were driving the legs. This
coordination ensured the controlling of the robot by keeping its centre of mass
over the polygon of support provided by the feet. The speed of this machine was
very slow. It travelled only a few meters per minute.
In 1980s, Mark Raibert [Raibert, 1986], developed the concept of walking
robots that balance.
In 1990s, Sony and Honda companies started working on biped entertainment
robots. Of these, the Honda company’s ASIMO project is an ongoing success
story which has developed a biped robot that walks runs and dances. It is an
attempt to develop a human like robot.
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2.2 Current Research Work in Machine Walking
2.2.1 Hexapod walking schemes
As stated in the introduction section (Chapter 1), one of the prominent research
work in hexapod walking was done by H. Cruse et al. where they have extensively
studied stick insect behaviour to model hexapod locomotion. The Cruse rules
[Cruse, 1990; Du¨rr et al., 2004] are used widely in hexapod walking for leg
coordination. These rules were established by studying stick insects. There
are six rules described in [Du¨rr et al., 2004] as below (Note that the rules are
summarised here as per the descriptions in the paper).
Rule 1: Suppress lift-off to avoid static instability. The objective of
this rule is to avoid static instability of the machine (or creature) by not
lifting neighbouring ipsilateral legs simultaneously while in the move from
posterior to anterior legs.
Rule 2: Facilitate early protraction to favour temporal coherence.
When a leg touches the terrain this rule facilitates the lift-off (swing) of the
next anterior leg. The objective is to favour temporal coherence between
step cycles.
Rule 3: Enforce late protraction to maintain temporal coherence.
When a leg gets closer to its lift-off (swing) position, this rule facilitates
(influence) the posterior leg in the stance phase to do a stance to swing
transition.
Rule 4: Aim touch-down location to exploit prior knowledge about
foothold. The objective of this rule is to target the legs to be placed on
similar locations by trying to use the prior foot hold positions of the anterior
legs.
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Rule 5: Distribute propulsive force among the legs to share load
efficiently. The goal of this rule is to distribute the load on all the legs
in stance and share the load efficiently (without putting increased load on
one leg).
Rule 6: Enforce a correction step to avoid stumbling due to leg
placement errors. This rule is to avoid stumbling if a leg steps on top of
a neighbouring leg during forward or backward walking. In this situation,
the leg on the bottom needs the leg on top of it to get off.
A number of hexapod walking machines such as TUM Robot [Pfeiffer et al., 1995],
Robot-I and Robot-II [Quinn et al., 2003; Espenschied et al., 1993] and TARRY
[Frik et al., 1999] use these leg coordination rules for locomotion. The Walknet
developed by H. Cruse et al. [Cruse et al., 1998; Schilling et al., 2007, 2013] is an
implementation (or adaptation) of these rules into a model. It comprises a neural
network that controls the legs of a hexapod robot. Walknet has a decentralised
architecture with a controller for each of the legs. These leg controllers have two
states, swing and stance. Each leg has three joints and these joints are controlled
by the swing net and the stance net, which are implemented as neural networks.
Another module called the selector net controls the switch between the swing
and stance phases of the legs. Using all these modules, the Walknet collects the
sensory values (position, joint angles, load), apply the coordination rules (above
stated), evaluate the current state and modulates the joint velocities for swing
and stance nets. The leg joints are controlled using joint velocities (angular
velocities). The fact is that the angular velocity of a joint cannot be modified
instantly. Application of a force or a torque is needed to reach a new velocity
value, which takes time. The torque generated by a motor is proportional to the
current. The current in the motor can be almost changed instantly and therefore
also the torque. What cannot be changed instantly is the angular velocity because
of inertia. Therefore, trying to control motion by specifying velocities may not
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be the best approach to control a joint.
The controlling of legs in a walking machine is the basis for achieving proper
gaits and better walking. In the below section we discuss different control
mechanisms used in machine walking.
2.2.2 Controlling mechanisms in machine walking
Any kind of machine has a controller or controllers that are responsible to keep
the system doing what it is supposed to do. If a system is controlled by one
main controller, this controller can be called as a centralised controller. It is
the commander of the system which is responsible for all aspects of a system.
Some systems does not have centralised controllers. Instead, they have several
controllers, which are responsible for specific tasks of a system. As an example,
the brain can be considered as the centralised controller for a human.
Most of the research studies about machine walking are based on having
a centralised controlling system. This centralised controller is responsible for
generating the walking patterns. The classical way of controlling is to determine
the joint trajectories by inverse kinematics. Inverse kinematics is the process of
finding the joint angles of a kinematic chain when the desired configuration of
the object is given. An end effector of a robot arm can be taken as an example,
which uses inverse kinematics in order to move to a specific position in space.
For instance, consider a walking machine that uses inverse kinematics. The
destination foot hold positions need to be prior known in order to calculate the
joint trajectories. This approach has several disadvantages. How to overcome
random obstacles during the movement from current position to the given
destination is one of the main disadvantages. It cannot be used in online situations
(the terrain conditions or obstacles are not prior known) if we do not have a clear
idea of where the machine will be travelling. To minimise these issues, parametric
curves based approaches are used, where the trajectory can be recalculated during
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the movement execution. To recalculate the trajectory, still a new destination
(i.e. foot holding position) needs to be an input, based on any obstacles identified.
The same disadvantages can be found in pre-calculated trajectory planning.
In this method, robot foot trajectories are pre-calculated and stored. One of
the tasks of the machine is to find an appropriate trajectory from its store (pre-
calculated and stored) according to the situation and terrain conditions. However,
this method has more disadvantages than the inverse kinematics method, because
of the use of offline calculated trajectories rather than real time calculated
trajectories as in inverse kinematics. To overcome these issues, more recent
research on walking machines try to use reactive controllers, which have some
ability of adapting to the environment.
The one-legged hopping machine designed by Mark Raibert’s research group
[Marc H. Raibert, 1986] provides the basic understanding of how a leg works
(Figure 2.5). The previously described inverted pendulum principles were used in
this hopping machine. This machine was primarily constructed to do experiments
in balance. The leg and the body are connected by a hinge type pivot point that
Figure 2.5: One-legged hopping machine designed by Marc Raibert
[Marc H. Raibert, 1986]
emulates a hip. This experiment found that the one-legged hopping machine can
be decomposed in to three separate parts that are synchronised by the behaviour
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of the machine. One part controls the hopping height by using a fixed amount
of energy at each hoping cycle. The second part controls the forward travel of
the machine by placing the foot with a specific distance in front of the hip when
the device approaches the ground. The third controller has the task of correcting
the altitude of the body by applying required torques to the hip. With a running
biped, still the concept of hopping is valid since each leg individually hops if we
disregard the other leg. The situation becomes complex when four or more legs
are involved, since it is not just hopping of each leg but a complex sequence of
different motions.
Starting from the above one-legged hopping machine, Mark Raibert and
his research group have developed a walking quadruped called, BigDog
[Playter et al., 2006b], as one of DARPA (U.S Defence Advanced Research
Project Agency) projects. BigDog (Figure 2.6) project aims at creating a
mechanical mule, which can carry additional cargo. BigDog’s mechanical system
Figure 2.6: The BigDog robot developed by Mark Raibert et al. [Playter et al.,
2006b]
is based on a 12.7kW (17hp) two cylinder combustion engine, which drives
its hydraulic actuator system. BigDog has more than fifty sensors including
ground contact sensors on its feet. All these sensors and actuators are connected
to a central control unit. The kinematics and ground reaction forces of the
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robot are controlled by a postural control algorithm. Another gait algorithm
coordinates the communication between legs, which initiates leg state transitions
that produces stable quadruped gaits. To adapt to different terrains, first different
quadruped walking algorithms for inclined and rough terrain are developed and
tested in simulation, which are then available for BigDog’s control system. The
control system selects and adapts a suitable gait depending on the current
information it receives through its sensors. Since this project is related to United
States Defence department, in-depth information on how the system works is not
available to the public.
A small biped entertainment robot developed by Sony company (SDR-4X
and SDR-4X II) is becoming popular, as it has achieved more realistic human
walking patterns and other human-like behaviours [Ishida and Kuroki, 2004].
This machine uses a foot sole force sensor system to achieve stable motion control.
It has four force sensors (see Figure 2.7) in each foot and the idea is to calculate
the ZMP (Zero Moment Point [Vukobratovic´ and Borovac, 2004; Dekker, 2009])
for stable walking and performance.
Figure 2.7: Force sensors of one foot of the SDR-4X robot. XZMP: position
of the ZMP; Xn: position of force sensor n; Fzn: force applied to force sensor n
[Ishida and Kuroki, 2004].
Since this is designed as an entertaining biped robot, the usage of ZMP
technique allows the robot to do different kind of manoeuvres such as climbing
stair cases, running and dancing.
Stability is a main aspect in any walking method and the level of compromising
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the stability should be carefully decided. Otherwise the main objective of walking
could be disturbed. Fukuoka, Hiroshi and Cohen [Fukuoka et al., 2003] have
done a research study about adaptive dynamic walking, raising discussions about
the importance of how to obtain good performance on irregular terrain under
the trade-off of stability and energy consumption. They developed a quadruped
robot that could walk on irregular terrain. The core of this research was based
on biological concepts. They designed the mechanical and neural systems based
on biological concepts. Machine’s neural system consisted with a CPG (Central
Pattern Generator) and reflexes. The main result of their study is that they
managed to generate adaptive walking for the quadruped through the interaction
with the environment.
Huang and Nonami [Huang and Nonami, 2003] designed a hexapod for anti-
personnel mine detection, which is a high risk task for humans. This machine is
named as COMET-1. At the end of each foot of the robot is a metal detector. The
main focus of the research was to identify and detect mines buried underground.
One of the main reasons the authors of this project [Huang and Nonami, 2003]
used a hexapod was to achieve more stable walking on rough terrain. With six
legs, the robot can be statically stable, if it has three legs always on the ground.
For a high risk task like mine detection, the stability is vital.
The hexapod walking research by Inagaki [Inagaki et al., 2006], which uses
wave CPG (Central Pattern Generator) to control gait generation and speed
exemplifies how different layers of controllers guide the underneath legs. Its upper
system is centralised and lower legs are modelled as autonomous partial systems.
This research study proposes a gait generation and speed control with a wave CPG
model. The wave CPG model is a mathematical model of nonlinear oscillators. It
generates rhythmic movements of the legs. The gait generation and the walking
speed control are achieved by controlling the virtual energy of the oscillators.
This [Inagaki et al., 2006] is an open loop system and it can be generalised as a
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wave pattern controller. Since there is no feed-back from the legs, it is hard to
use this kind of robot in places where adaptive behaviours are desired.
The walking hexapod with 12 degrees of freedom (DOF) presented by Bo
[Bo et al., 2011b] is an example of how trajectory planning is utilised to achieve
walking. The authors use a two-level control mechanism for coordination and
actuation. The coordination layer computes the expected trajectory for joints
depending on user definition and transmit this data to actuate motors. One of
the drawbacks in this method is that it has pre-calculated trajectories for the
joints, which limits the adaptability of walking behaviour. An enhanced version
of this same robot with 18 DOF and foot force sensors is also presented where
more adaptability is available for unstructured ground [Bo et al., 2011a]. The
main function of foot force sensors in combination with proximity sensors is to
report the foot status (stance or swing).
To get information and feedback about the terrain, the legs of a machine can
be used with attached sensors. Touch sensors and force sensors are used to get
this kind of feedback. The commonly used way of getting feedback from the leg
is to use force sensors. The machines (previously described [Ishida and Kuroki,
2004; Miglino et al., 1995]) are examples of using force sensors in their walking
machines. The biped entertainment robot discussed by Ishida [Ishida and Kuroki,
2004] uses four force sensors in each foot, as shown in Figure 2.7. Anatoli
Schneider at the Fraunhofer Institute for Factory Operation and Automation
built a hexapod robot called Katharina [Schmucker et al., 1996], which has force
sensors to measure the reaction forces of each leg. The Katharina model will be
discussed in the following sections. The idea of using force sensors is to use the
feedback from them as an input into the robot’s controlling mechanism.
Changing or modifying the gait (or step cycle) of a walking machine in
response to a leg‘s contact with the environment (touch sensors or force sensors), is
adapting to the terrain. In this kind of controlling, as the leg touches the ground,
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the vertical movement is stopped and the trajectory of the foot is modified. One
of the main problems of motion control with force sensing capabilities is the
distribution of force between the legs.
2.3 Walking Machines with Foot Force Sensors
Humans have the ability to guess the qualities of a terrain they are walking on
such as softness, irregularities, slope even if they cannot see the terrain (e.g. a
blind person). Several sensors in our body help us to identify these qualities.
One of these qualities can be identified as the weight we feel on our legs. As an
extreme example, if we stand on one leg, the whole body weight will be supported
by that leg. Hence, the weight on that leg can be considered as doubled when
comparing with standing using both legs. Even when we walk, if we pay attention
we can feel the varying weight on the legs. In other words, we have natural force
and length sensors attached to our feet in our muscles and tendon that give us
information about underneath terrain.
If we consider animals, they also have the ability to sense the composition of
terrain using their feet. Force feedback can be considered as one of the sensory
inputs in all walking animals. The studies by [Duysens et al., 2000; Akay et al.,
2001] states that force sensing is a vital part of animal locomotion. A detailed
analysis of how animals move is discussed by Dickinson [Dickinson et al., 2000]. In
this paper, the authors state how animal locomotion can be deceptively explained
in simple terms, where an animal exerts a force on the environment and moves in
the opposite direction according to Newton’s laws. In reality, the synchronisation,
control and time varying forces in action during locomotion are complex and not
understood fully yet [Dickinson et al., 2000].
The displacement or deformation of elastic mechanical elements in force
sensors are converted to an output (feedback from force sensor) to measures
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the forces and torques. More details on the theory of force sensing and their
design are discussed in [Gorinevsky et al., 1997; Bray et al., 1990]. To utilise the
force sensors in a walking machine, the force feedback from the sensors needs to
be introduced in to the control system ([McGhee et al., 1980; Klein and Briggs,
1980]). As explained in [Schneider and Schmucker, 2006a], the use of force control
can be utilised in the following areas of motion control for walking machines.
a. Local regulation and gait cycle correction of legs Most of the step
cycles in robot walking are based on rigidly programmed kinematics of the
tip of the leg trajectory. The idea of using force sensors in this situation is to
adapt the step cycle depending on the information about terrain, received
from the force sensors [Devjanin et al., 1983].
b. Force motion control of legs in interaction with a support surface
This means the controlling of force distribution in a walking machine. A
multi-legged walking machine is a statically indeterminate system in terms
of the foot forces acting on the legs that are on the terrain. Hence, actively
distributing the reaction forces on the legs will help to reduce the load on
the structure, to walk on rough terrain and overcome large obstacles, to
keep the horizontal contact forces within friction cones and to minimise
the slippage of feet. There are different optimisation algorithms for foot
force distribution that are discussed further in these papers [Orin and Oh,
1980; Okhotsimsky and Golubev, 1984; Klein and Kittivatcharapong,
1990; Marhefka and Orin, 1998].
c. Force control of robot body manoeuvring for service operations
This involves performing operations such as drilling, repair and handling
by controlling the contact forces caused by interacting with objects.
d. Force control in climbing and overcoming large obstacles
e. Problems of oscillation damping and movement stability
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Force sensing is one of the central engineering problems in building highly
functional walking machines. But there are not many studies published about
implementation of force control in walking machines [Schneider and Schmucker,
2006a]. The study done by [Kaliyamoorthy et al., 2005] using Finite Element
Analysis to model the information provided by the sense organs during locomotion
gives a detailed insight to the subject. The authors talk about the problems in
regulating forces that occur during animal or machine locomotion. In addition,
the authors also discuss about the appropriateness of force control strategies when
compared to position control in uneven terrain with unknown material properties.
The HIP (Hybrid Impulse Position) controller discussed by Palmer
[Palmer and Palankar, 2011] uses position control and force control to generate
joint torques to keep the robot body off the ground and propel each leg forward
in a simulated hexapod on uneven terrain. Joint torques are generated without
any feedback about the ground and using only local feedback. Both position and
reaction force on each of the legs has a desired value in this method. The base for
this control method is the observation done by biologists that multi legged animals
produce a similar ground force pattern, despite the number of legs they have [Full,
1989, 1991; Full and Tu, 1990, 1991]. By comparing different leg systems with
different morphology, biologists have found that general patterns of force emerges
during stance phase for walking, running and climbing [Full and Koditschek,
1999; Goldman et al., 2006].
The dynamics of foot-ground interaction in hexapod locomotion is discussed
in [Silva et al., 2006]. The control mechanism of this hexapod has the foot
force feedback as an input. Authors of this paper points out that there are
multiple collisions between foot and ground during the stance phase before the leg
stabilises. The initial results of their study has shown that hexapod locomotion
reveals complex-order dynamics.
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2.4 Neural Network/Evolutionary Algorithm based Ma-
chine Walking
Work done by Beer [Beer and Gallagher, 1992] on evolutionary neural networks
provides an evaluation on how dynamic neural networks and genetic algorithms
are used to evolve controllers. They explore the mechanisms for adaptive agent
control using chemotaxis and leg controlling of a six legged robot as test beds.
One of the features is that they used a mapping from real numbers to bit strings
in order to create their genomes. The main fitness test for the evolutionary
algorithm is the distance travelled in a constant time period. Their results were
successful where the leg controllers generated a tripod gait. A behaviour they have
noticed is that when the controllers are evolved from scratch, they have better
performance when compared to copying an evolved single leg six times. Hence,
we can argue that some other behaviours of the legs are passively involved in
evolving all controllers from scratch.
The research carried out by Nolfi et al. [Mazzapioda M. and Nolfi S., 2006]
is based on distributed controlling mechanism for legs using neural network
and evolutionary algorithms. This study has tested the synchronisation within
homogeneous neural modules. The idea is to have a hexapod of 12 DOF
(degrees of freedom) and each leg will have its own neural module. There is
no central controller. The six neural modules are identical and each controls
its corresponding leg. Each controller of a leg has six inputs and six outputs.
Current angular position of the two leg joints is the main input and the main
two outputs are related to frequency of oscillation of each joint motor. The
objective is to investigate whether homogeneous neural modules that control the
six corresponding legs of the hexapod could coordinate in time so that the robot
can walk effectively. These neural modules can communicate between themselves
by producing signals and by detecting the signals produced by other neural
controllers within a given distance. The other input and output parameters of
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the controller are related to these signals.
This study uses evolutionary algorithms to train the neural modules. The
experimental results of these simulations show that the evolved robots display
an ability to quickly coordinate the phases between legs by converging toward a
tripod gait regardless of the initial positions of the legs. The other result is that,
when they increase the load on robot to 1.5 times, the controllers evolved to a
tetrapod gait. This result about change in behaviour when the weight is changed
supports our argument about the importance of force feedback as a parameter.
The collision between legs and terrain has an impact on the controllers even
though they do not consider it as a direct input to their controller.
Some of the differences between our research and the study by Nolfi et al.
[Mazzapioda M. and Nolfi S., 2006] are as follows:
• Our study has a hexapod simulation with 18 DOF (3 joints in each leg)
whereas the study by Nolft et al have 12 DOF (2 joints in each leg);
• We have a controller for each joint whereas they have a controller for each
leg;
• We use passive (indirect) signals from other legs (change in reaction force
on the legs) where they use active (direct) signals from neighbouring legs;
• We have only one output from each controller (torque) whereas they have
six outputs (frequency of oscillation related to motors and active signals for
other legs).
The hexapod robot, HECTOR (HExapod Cognitive auTonmously Operating
Robot), designed at Bielefeld University [Schneider et al., 2012] is one of the
advanced insect-like biologically inspired robot design currently available. The
HECTOR project is a work in progress with the goals of achieving a biomechanical
design and neurobiological control. It has biologically inspired sensors such as
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visual and tactile. Investigation of sensor-actor loops in order to generate stable
gaits is one of the goals of this study. A single leg controller comprises of different
modules, with the swing and stance actuators being the main modules. These
are to be implemented as neural networks. Apart from each leg having its own
modules for the control (decentralised), other inputs are taken from a high-level
planning controller, a set of coordination rules and load sensors (force sensors).
The main function of the load sensor is to detect the end of swing phase and the
start of stance phase. This approach of detecting the switch from stance to swing
is similar to how the force sensors are used in the PID controller based hexapod
walking in our research. A new kind of drives called BioFlex Rotary Drives are
used in HECTCOR to actuate the joints. HECTOR team’s intention is for their
robot to have gap crossing, stair climbing and steep walking behaviours with
obstacle avoidance and also to have strategies to resolve coordination problems
in difficult situations. The Figure 2.8 shows a picture of HECTOR.
Figure 2.8: HECTOR - a biologically inspired hexapod [Schneider et al., 2012]
Twickel et al. [von Twickel et al., 2012], have discussed a multi-legged walking
machine platform. The idea is to have a walking machine that can be used as
a testbed for different morphologies of walking machines. Each leg module is
autonomous in control and there is no central controller. These legs can be used
in single leg experiments or quickly put together to be used as a four, six or
eight legged walking machine. The legs communicate actively via a fail safe bus
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line. The modular neural controllers developed using evolutionary mechanisms
are transferred to the physical robot with some parameter changes. The use
of various sensors including force sensors to complement the evolution of the
controllers is presented. The authors anticipate that external sensory input will
allow to generate higher level behaviours such as tropism.
The research by Barfoot [Barfoot et al., 2006] provides a basis on of how a
simple distributed control mechanism can be used in hexapod walking. They use
six individual leg controllers, which are simple look-up tables (cellular automata,
CA). Each leg is given its own CA, which can be in one of the finite number of
states. Based on a leg’s current state and its neighbouring leg’s states, a new state
is chosen. A state is defined as a specific leg position. Thus new leg positions are
determined depending on old leg positions. This process occurs in each of the legs,
which represents the robot’s behaviour at a given time. Two approaches (genetic
algorithms and distributed reinforcement learning) were considered in coming up
with cellular automata which produces successful gaits. The conclusion of this
research was that both the methods produced controllers (CA) comparable to
the best hand coded solutions. But the evolutionary method needed only a few
parameters to be tuned when compared to the reinforcement method. Same idea
was used by Berardi [Berardi et al., 1997] to demonstrate that nonlinear control
mechanisms can be used in hexapod locomotion. Each leg of the hexapod has a
separate controller which interacts with each other and the high level centralised
motion coordination controller (Figure 2.9). Most part of the coordination is
done by the centralised coordination controller.
With regards to evolutionary robotics, Nolfi [Nolfi et al., 1994] ran genetic
algorithms on a physical robot in real time. They used a small wheeled robot
(Khepera - developed by K-Team Corporation). The genetic algorithms were
used to set the weights and thresholds of a simple neural network. The output of
the network was directly fed to the motors which controls the wheels. The task of
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Figure 2.9: Robot control hierarchy of neuro-fuzzy controllers [Berardi et al.,
1997]
the robot was to traverse through a corridor, while avoiding obstacles on its path.
The conclusion of the authors was that evolving control systems are possible in
real robots (not only on simulations) even though they are time consuming.
Parker et al. [Parker and Lee, 2003] demonstrated that evolving neural
networks can be used to control the locomotion of a hexapod. The idea is to use
a separate controller for each leg (Figure 2.10), which produces a cyclic action
and an additional overall controller to coordinate the legs. All these controllers
are evolved using Genetic algorithms. Each leg controller is connected to the
leg’s sensors, actuators and coordination controller. They managed to produce
well coordinated gaits and transfer them from a simulation to a real robot. The
future direction of their research is to eliminate the central controller and let the
leg controllers coordinate them-selves. The controller is made up of six neurons
where each has six outputs
The hexapod simulation study by Currie et al. [Currie et al., 2010], which
uses Genetic Algorithms to achieve walking (in simulation), has the same physical
appearance to the hexapod simulation used in this study (a round body with a
leg at 60 degree intervals and a total of 18 DOF). The authors discuss about the
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Figure 2.10: A neural network controller for a single leg by Parker et al. The
controller has 6 neurons where each have 6 outputs [Parker and Lee, 2003]
complexity of forming a fitness function to evaluate the walking behaviour. A
chromosome is represented with the angular position of each servo motor at each
joint in nine discrete positions. The main difference with our study is that Curie et
al. [Currie et al., 2010] use the position of each of the joints for evolution where a
suitable configuration for all the joints needs to be searched for nine intermediate
positions. A gait is achieved for this simulation but the authors claim that the
efficiency is poor, mainly due to how the fitness function is defined. The use of
hybrid genetic gravitational algorithm for hexapod gait generation is presented
by Seljanko [Seljanko, 2011]. Initial results of this research has shown that a five
step gait was achieved for the robot.
An extensive study was done about adapting the walking behaviour of eight
legged spiders in to an eight legged robot by Ohnishi et al. [Ohnishi and Asakura,
2004]. Neural networks were used in the leg controllers. Each leg was attached
with a leg tip sensor and the synchronous information received from these sensors
was the basis for the cooperation between legs in order to achieve walking.
Using neural networks to tune PID controllers used in robot joints by Serhan
[Serhan et al., 2006] has shown that real muscle-like behaviour can be achieved in
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simulation. The authors show that any robot using DC motors in their joints can
incorporate this method. Adjusting PID controller parameters in real time using
back propagation neural networks is proposed by Li-xin et al. [Li-xin et al., 2008].
This study has shown that their robot can walk straight accurately using this
method. In our research we also use PID controllers at each joint to dynamically
control the generated torque which is discussed in Chapter 4.
Optimisation of the trajectory of a three joint biologically inspired insect leg is
a study by Erden [Erden, 2011], which tries to minimise the energy consumption
of leg movements. This study uses a radial basis function neural network to try
and optimise the trajectory of the leg, so that it lands at the desired position
after protraction using minimum energy. One drawback is that the optimisation
of the trajectory happens at every step, which may reduce the walking speed and
response time.
The study by Hasan et al. [Soyguder and Alli, 2012] has presented spider
behaviour like hexapod walking and running. They use proportional-derivative
control approach using spring loaded inverted pendulum model.
One of the recent studies on hexapod walking inspired by biological insects
is presented by Lewinger et al. [Lewinger and Quinn, 2010]. The authors claim
that this is the first physical robot to have the neuro-biological mechanisms in
insects implemented in it, so the robot is capable of generating adaptive stepping
cycles mimicking the underlying control mechanisms comparable to insects. An
influence value computed using joint angles and foot path length is used to
transfer one legs influence on the other legs. The controlling is finally transferred
in to inverse kinematics and a subset of Cruse rules [Cruse et al., 1998; Du¨rr et al.,
2004] for the generation of gaits.
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2.5 Conclusion
Most of the current research work that use individual leg controllers have
properties of autonomous behaviour. The sensing mechanisms used in these
robots may not be sufficient to allow robust autonomous action of the legs. Most
of above explained machines use active communication with other legs and the
central controller. This research study has the same approach of using individual
controllers, but the mechanism, sensors and the parameters are different.
CHAPTER 3
Hexapod Simulation
There are many software packages that provide tools for the simulation and
visualisation of rigid body dynamics. The core component of these packages
is a physics engine. Some of these tools are free and some require users to pay
a license fee. There are a few prominent physics engines (Ageia PhysX, ODE,
Bullet) used by researchers and game developers. Selecting an appropriate physics
engine that suits a particular application or study can be difficult. As an example,
for a game developer the performance of a simulation may be more important
than the accuracy of the physics represented, whereas for a research project the
accuracy is vital.
3.1 Simulation Tools
We chose ODE (Open Dynamics Engine) [Smith, 2006] for our research, which is
an open source physics engine with a C/C++ API (Application Programming
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Interface) used by researchers [Michel, 2004; Shen et al., 2006; Zordan et al.,
2005] and game developers. The reasons for choosing ODE are; its execution
speed, the approach to modelling pressure sensors by means of contact joints
(used in this study to measure reaction force on legs), the flexibility to use
different collision detection libraries and graphic rendering libraries, and the
availability of it as an open source engine so that existing source code base can
be examined and extended if needed. Some of the disadvantages of ODE are
the approximation of true friction cone by a linearised version (the main reason
for this approximation is for efficiency) and the simple joint damping model
that may not provide full flexibility to model joints as realistic as in physical
robots [Drumwright et al., 2010]. The popular Webots robot simulator (not a
free product), developed by Cyberbotics Ltd, uses ODE for physics simulation
[Michel, 2004]. Furthermore, the virtual robot experimentation library (v-rep)
and several simulators designed for RoboCup Soccer [Obst and Rollmann, 2004;
Laue et al., 2006; Zagal and Ruiz-del Solar, 2005] also uses ODE as their physics
engine.
ODE with Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 (C++) is used to build the hexapod
robot simulation for this study. ODE also includes the drawstuff 3D visualisation
library. An evaluation of popular physics engines including ODE, Ageia and
Bullet is discussed by [Boeing and Bra¨unl, 2007; Seugling and Rolin, 2006]. The
authors of the paper, [Boeing and Bra¨unl, 2007] shows that ODE provided the
best results for constraint accuracy in their evaluation (constrained bodies of a
simulation can drift apart due to numerical errors of unstable constraints making
the results look unrealistic).
3.2 Configuration of the Hexapod
Choosing a six-legged robot, which has a simple hexagon body structure like
the robot Katharina [Schmucker et al., 1996], enables us to design the legs of
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our hexapod with common characteristics and hence enables us to focus on
behaviour. The body is a symmetrical hexagon and at each corner there is a leg
attached. This hexagon shape makes each leg identical. Each leg has the same
role of walking. Also it provides more flexibility, since the tasks such as changing
direction is much easier when compared with a rectangular shaped body.
Katharina model is focused on developing an adaptive six legged walking
Figure 3.1: Katharina hexapod developed by Anatoli Schneider
[Schmucker et al., 1996]
robot and its controlling system. The controlling of the robot is done in two
different levels. The upper level is supervisory and it prescribes linear and
angular velocities of the body, gait pattern, track, width, clearance, and some
other parameters for locomotion. The lower level consists of six leg controllers.
The idea is that the master controller drives the leg controllers. The input from
force sensors are used to determine the terrain conditions and this help the legs
to adapt to any irregularities of the terrain.
The main similarity between our proposed model and the Katharina model
is that both systems use ground reaction forces from each leg in their joint
controllers. There are other research studies done in machine walking using force
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sensing techniques ([Ishida and Kuroki, 2004; Miglino et al., 1995]) and the force
sensors are an important design feature of the Katharina hexapod robot (Figure
3.1). The idea for a symmetrical hexapod in our study is influenced by the
Katharina model.
The main consideration for choosing the body shape of the hexapod is the
equivalence of leg positions that is achieved with hexagonal symmetry around a
vertical axis. For simplicity, the body is disk shaped with legs attached at 60
degree intervals as shown in Figure 3.2. Each leg has three sequential segments:
Figure 3.2: Hexapod in ODE simulation environment
coxa; femur; and tibia. The coxa is attached to the body, the femur to the coxa
and the tibia to the femur, each through a motor powered hinge joint giving each
leg three degrees of freedom (DOF). The hexapod has a total of 18 DOF. The
body has a 0.5m radius and a thickness of 5cm. The coxa is 0.1m long, and the
femur and tibia are each 0.25 m long. Each leg has a mass of 0.6kg and the
mass of main body is 6kg, giving a total of 9.6 kg mass to the hexapod. Other
values can be easily chosen. Figure 3.3 shows the numbering of the legs and
labelling of the joints. Also the rotation axis for each joint is shown where the
Hip Joint-2 and Knee Joint rotation axes are perpendicular to the screen (comes
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out of screen). The green arrows indicate that the coxa, femur and tibia rotate
around their respective rotation axes. The coloured arrows (orange, purple and
red) indicate the direction of joint angle measurements (i.e. the purple arrow
shows the direction of measure for the joint angle of Hip Joint-2 while the red
arrow shows the direction of measure for the Knee Joint).
Figure 3.3: Hexapod top view and rotation axes. Left side figure shows the
top view of the hexagonal configuration. Right side figure displays the rotational
directions for each of the three joints of a single leg.
3.2.1 Coordinate system and rotation axes
The hexapod simulation world coordinate system is shown in Figure 3.4. This
configuration shows the initial position of the hexapod when simulation starts,
relative to the world coordinate system. The centre of body is at (0,0,h) where
h is the vertical height of the centre of body from the origin. During hexapod
walking, these coordinates change relative to the world. As an example, h changes
according to the changes in Hip Joint-2 and Knee Joint (See Figure 3.3 for joint
locations) of the legs on ground.
When the hexapod is at the initial position and looked at from the top, the
rotation axes of the Hip Joint-1 and Hip Joint-2 of each of the legs are shown
in Figure 3.5 whereas the relevant green arrow of Figure 3.3 on Hip Joint-1 and
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Figure 3.4: Simulation coordinate system
Hip Joint-2 displays that coxa and femur rotates around the rotation axes of Hip
Joint-1 and Hip Joint-2 respectively. The rotation axes for the Knee Joint of each
leg are the same as for the Hip Joint-2. The rotation axes are represented as the
direction cosines. Table 3.1 lists the rotation axes for each joint.
The joint angles for the joints are measured from the initial position of the
connected bodies. Check the Figure 3.6 for more details. The direction of positive
and negative angles for the hexapod joints are as described in Table 3.2, which
follows a left handed coordinate system.
3.2.2 Building the hexapod
ODE provides the functionality to create basic shapes such as cylinders, boxes,
spheres and capsules. Our hexapod is created using cylinders and capsules. In
this section we will discuss how the hexapod is built using the basic shapes and
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Figure 3.5: Rotation axes for the hexapod joints
how each part is connected using joints. All the coordinates for main body, legs
and joints are defined for initial position relative to the world. Once the hexapod
starts moving, ODE keeps track of the joints, body and leg positions which can
be accessed through the program if needed.
3.2.2.1 Creating a cylinder or a capsule
The main hexapod body and the coxa of each leg are defined as cylinders. The
femur and tibia of the legs are defined as capsules (cylinders with half spheres
on top and bottom). The main reason for using capsules for tibia is to have a
smooth contact between the ground and the leg. If a cylinder is used for tibia,
the contact point is an edge unless the tibia is vertical. This setup may cause
jerkiness on the legs during stance phase. Hence, a half sphere shape is used as
the end of the legs. When a cylinder is created in ODE, the length, the radius and
the initial coordinates of the centre of mass of the cylinder need to be defined.
The same parameters are used to create a capsule. The initial orientation of
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Table 3.1: Rotation axis direction cosines for each joint
Leg Hip-01 Joint
(body and coxa)
Hip-02 Joint (coxa
and femur)
Knee Joint (femur
and tibia)
0 x=0, y=0, z=1 x= -cos(30), y=
-cos(60), z=0
x= -cos(30), y=
-cos(60), z=0
1 x=0, y=0, z=-1 x= -cos(30), y=
cos(60), z=0
x= -cos(30), y=
cos(60), z=0
2 x=0, y=0, z=-1 x=0, y=1, z=0 x=0, y=1, z=0
3 x=0, y=0, z=-1 x= cos(30), y=
cos(60), z=0
x= cos(30), y=
cos(60), z=0
4 x=0, y=0, z=1 x= cos(30), y=
-cos(60), z=0
x= cos(30), y=
-cos(60), z=0
5 x=0, y=0, z=1 x=0, y=-1, z=0 x=0, y=-1, z=0
the cylinders is along the world Y axis. For the coxa, we re-orientate the cylinders
to be horizontal at the initial position.
3.2.2.2 Creating a joint
All the joints in our hexapod are hinge joints with one rotation axis. When a
hinge joint is created, the following parameters need to be defined:
• The 2 bodies connected by the joints. As an example this can be main body
and coxa of leg 2 (when the bodies are created, they are stored in variables
which are used to identify them);
• Initial coordinates of the position where the joint is created (relative to the
world);
• Rotation axis of the joint as a direction cosine.
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Table 3.2: Rotation axis direction cosines for each joint
Joint Joint Angle Measurement
Hip Joint 01 Joint angle is positive towards the direction of
walking (world Y axis positive direction)
Hip Joint 02 Joint angle is positive when moving away from the
main body
Knee Joint Joint angle is positive when moving away from the
main body
Each part of the robot, which includes 18 segments and a body, are created
as individual components with an initial position and orientation. The bodies
are connected with joints which also have an initial position. After joints and
bodies are placed at the initial configuration, torques are applied on joints to get
the hexapod moving. After this point onwards, the ODE engine computes the
position and orientation of each body and joint according to torques and forces
applied on them.
3.3 Kinematics vs Dynamics
The motion of a real robot is determined by the acting forces and the laws
of dynamics. Accordingly the position and speeds of the robot’s body parts
have to be obtained by solving the dynamic equations of motion. We call this
dynamic simulation as opposed to kinematic simulation that is often used in robot
simulation. In kinematic simulation the cause of movement in an articulated body
are the changes in joint angles.
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Figure 3.6: How ODE measures joint angles
3.3.1 Kinematics
In kinematic simulation the positions of all the connected bodies over time
are computed from previously specified trajectories. Kinematic simulation is
prevalent in most of the animation movies. To obtain realistic looking movement,
trajectories are captured from the motion of real actors and then the animated
character is moved along this trajectory. There are two main methods for
kinematic simulation of robots, forward and inverse kinematics.
To get a better understanding of kinematics, consider a leg of the hexapod
being discussed. The leg consists of rigid bodies connected with joints which are
fixed to a base. The base is the body of the hexapod. In this setup, each rigid
body can be represented with six parameters. Three parameters for position and
three parameters for orientation. Hence, if you have n moving links (joints), then
a total of 6n parameters are available.
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By connecting two bodies with a joint, we apply constraints. If we take a
hinge joint, it applies five constraints. Therefore, the movement of the body is
constrained into just one parameter, which is called the degree of freedom. This
makes the joint constraint the movement of one link to rotate through a fixed
axis in relation to the other link.
3.3.2 Dynamics
A change in the angular velocity of the joint results from the application of a
torque, either by a muscle or a motor. The control of motion is exerted by the
control of the torque applied to the joints. The resulting motion depends on the
mass and the geometry of the kinematic chain and the external reaction forces
resulting from contact with other bodies.
3.4 Torques and Reaction Forces
In a real hexapod and in simulation the control algorithm provides us with the
values of the torques applied to the joints. In a real robot the reaction forces acting
on the feet on the ground could be measured by force sensors. Simulating force
sensors requires computing the reaction forces by solving the dynamic equations
of motion, when the collision of the foot with the ground occurs. When ODE
detects a collision, it creates a special joint called a contact joint for the duration of
one time step. ODE obtains the reaction forces by solving the dynamic equations
of motion with the constraint of the contact. The ODE engine provides the
functionality to read the forces applied on each of the colliding bodies when a
contact joint is created.
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3.5 Model of a Single Leg and its Controlling Approach
Getting the controller for a leg joint working accurately is the basic step towards
achieving a stable walking pattern. To use the sensory information from force
sensors and the angle sensors as inputs to the joint controllers, a new controller
needs to be designed that will replace the PID controllers. The conceptual design
of this new controller is discussed here. In our hexapod, a single leg was modelled
with three DOF, which is attached to a rigid body. Each joint can be applied
with a torque. The main sensor of a leg is a three axis force sensor attached to
each foot and joint angle sensors attached to each joint of a leg.
The following diagram (Figure 3.7) shows a model of the joint controller of
our system. The controller perceives the joint angles and components of the
reaction force and responds with a joint torque. In other words, this diagram
describes the basic input and output signals for a joint controller.
Figure 3.7: Inputs and outputs of a joint controller. The force components are
given in the world coordinate system and the joint angles are from each of the
joints within a leg.
After designing a basic leg which works according to the laws of dynamics,
next step was to design the controllers that handles the leg. The basic flow is,
read the available information (input) and then decide the action to be taken
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(output). PID controller based walking is discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Once
the hexapod can walk using the PID controllers, they are replaced with Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) based controllers (Chapter 5), in order to find a mapping
(function) between the inputs and the output, as illustrated in Figure 3.7.
To train the ANN controllers, data is collected when hexapod walks with PID
controllers. After training, an ANN controller act on its own depending on the
input it receives. The Figure 3.8 shows the complete control architecture for the
hexapod robot. The three joint controllers are shown as a single controller with
torque outputs for each joint. When one controller changes its output, the effect
from this change, is transmitted mechanically by the robot body and is felt by
all the other joint controllers as changes in their reaction force inputs.
Figure 3.8: Control architecture for the hexapod robot
By using artificial evolution techniques, the ANN controllers can be evolved
automatically to find a function between inputs and outputs. The usability of
this function can be measured by checking whether the hexapod can stand-up and
walk. The evolutionary techniques and the approach are discussed in Chapter 6,
in more detail.
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3.6 Summary
In this chapter, the simulation tools, how the hexapod is built, coordinate systems
and the hexapod joint controllers were discussed. The use of PID controllers and
eventually replacing them with ANN controllers was briefly explained. These
topics will be further discussed in the next chapters.
CHAPTER 4
PID Controller Based Walking
The analysis of the Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller based
hexapod walking is the main objective of this chapter. Our hexapod consist
of 18 DOF where each joint of the hexapod is controlled by a PID controller.
A brief explanation of PID controller concepts were discussed in the previous
Chapter (Section 3.5).
4.1 The PID Controller Concepts
PID controller is one of the most used control algorithms. It is a generic
feedback control loop mechanism used widely in industrial control systems. A
PID controller calculates a control signal u(t) from the difference between the
current value of the variable to be controlled and a target value (this difference is
called as the error), e(t). The output u(t) of a PID controller is the sum of three
terms: Proportional (P); Integral (I); and Derivative (D). See the Figure 4.1 for
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an illustration of a PID controller.
u(t) = Kpe(t) +Ki
∫
e(t)dt+Kd
d
dt
e(t) (4.1)
Figure 4.1: A typical PID controller
P : Proportional term
I : Integral term
D : Derivative term
T : Target value of the variable being controlled
C : Current value of the variable
t : Time (present)
e : Error
u : Output
From the above P, I and D components, the general mathematical model of
a PID controller can be summarised as stated above in Equation 4.1. In our
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simulation program the discrete implementation of the PID controller is used as
follows (Equation 4.2):
u(t) = Kpe(t) +KiΣe(t)∆t+Kd
e(t+∆t)− e(t)
∆t
(4.2)
where ∆t is the time step of the simulation.
A qualitative discussion to assist in understanding the simulation results are
in the following sections of this chapter.
4.2 Calculating Torque using PID Controller
The PID controller provides a simple means to calculate the torque to be applied
to a joint such that it turns to the target angle irrespective of the load. For our
purpose, the error will be the difference between the target joint angle α⋆ and
the joint angle α at time t, as defined in Equation 4.3.
e(t) = α⋆ − α(t) (4.3)
The output u(t) will be a torque. The constants Kp, Ki and Kd have to be chosen
so that the output torque makes the joint reach the target angle as fast as possible
and with a minimum of overshooting and oscillation around the target angle. One
point is that the error does not have to be small for the PID controller to function
well.
4.2.1 Kp, Ki and Kd constants
The constants, Kp, Ki and Kd are often determined by experimentation. For our
purpose, an experiment was completed on one of the joints to decide an optimum
value for these constants.
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4.2.2 Experiment completed to decide on Kp, Ki and Kd
In our PID controller for the joints, the contribution from the I term increases,
while the contribution from the P term decreases as the joint angle approaches
the target value. The D term acts as a damper to decrease the over-shootings and
make the joint stable. The Kp and Ki terms were chosen by doing the experiment
explained here.
The Leg-5 of the hexapod was chosen for this and only one joint was created
between the leg and the body. This joint has a horizontal rotation axis, which is
parallel to the world Y-axis. A target angle for the joint was given as 45 degrees
and the length of the leg was slightly shortened so that it did not touch the
ground. This shortening of the leg was done to minimise the effect of friction
building up on the leg. All other legs were fixed to the body so that they cannot
move and affect the movement of Leg-5.
The Kp and Ki were given initial values of 0.1. The Kd was kept at 0.1
throughout the experiment. The idea is to keep Ki constant and increase the
value of Kp step by step, from 0.1 to 10.2, by increasing the value in 0.1 steps for
each cycle. Then Ki was increased to the next value (by adding 0.1) and Kp was
restarted from 0.1. This process was done until Ki reaches 10.2. Initially the Kp
and Ki were checked from 0.1 to 2 as a starting point. Since a clear pattern was
not visible at that range, a bigger range from 0.1 to 10.2 was chosen. There was
no special reason to choose 10.2 as the upper range other than wanting to have a
total number of Kp and Ki value pairs slightly higher than 10,000. The Figure 4.2
shows that choosing either 10 or 10.2 does not affect the results significantly. This
method can also be explained as, scanning a region in the available 2D parameter
space.
Once the simulation is started, the PID controller moves the leg to the desired
position (which is 45 degrees) and records the sum of error squared up to six
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seconds. The simulation is reset after every six seconds to its initial position,
which is vertical. for each cycle (one cycle is six seconds) the current Kp, Ki
and the sum of error squared are recorded. When trialling this experiment with
random Kp and Ki values, it was observed that sometimes the leg was not moved
to desired position due to the values chosen for Kp and Ki were not able to
generate a torque sufficient enough to overcome the weight of the leg, keeping the
joint trying infinitely to get to the destination. Hence a time limit was introduced
so that the experiment moves to the next value pair even if it cannot reach the
destination. The six seconds was chosen as the time limit to provide sufficient
time for the simulation to reset to initial position, apply the generated torques
and validate against the destination. Once the experiment is completed, for each
value of Ki, there are 102 values of Kp, which gives around 10,000 Kp and Ki
value pairs. A 2D surface plot of sum of error squared against each Kp and Ki
value pair were plotted. See the Figure 4.2 for the surface plot.
4.2.3 Choose Kp and Ki
The error surface on Figure 4.2 was examined to determine a proper value pair
for Kp and Ki. It is clear that error surface has a smaller value when Kp is higher.
Also, the Ki value does not make much difference to the error surface changing
from a lower to higher value. This behaviour means that we can choose almost
any value from the range as our Ki. Hence, the main contributor for making the
error surface as above is Kp. The criteria to choose a good Kp and Ki value pair
from Figure 4.2 can be formulated as below.
The smaller the sum of error squared for a particular Kp and Ki value pair
(in the given time of 6 seconds), the better the Kp and Ki are. The main reasons
for sum of error squared being a smaller value is because:
• target is achieved in less time;
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Figure 4.2: Sum of error squared (the controller error value for each time step
squared and summed for each cycle) vs Kp,Ki values
• less over-shootings has occurred.
If over-shootings were higher , that means the sum of error squared is going to be
higher because at each overshooting the error adds up. If target was not reached
in a relatively short period of time that also means the error squared is going to
be higher because more error values are added up over the 6 seconds.
Figure 4.3 below shows the initial values chosen for Kp, Ki and Kd. These
plots show the joint angle and total torque, as well as the contribution from the
P, I and D components to the total torque over time for the joint between coxa
and femur, as it moves under PID control from being at rest at 0◦ to being at
rest at 45◦.
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(a) Kp = 6,Ki = 9 and Kd = 0.1 (b) Kp = 12,Ki = 18 and Kd = 0.1
(c) Kp = 6,Ki = 9 and Kd = 0.4 (d) Kp = 12,Ki = 18 and Kd = 0.4
Figure 4.3: Joint angle, total torque and magnitude of the PID terms for lifting
a bar (e.g: a limb) from the vertical to an angle of 45 degrees
The initial values, which were chosen for Kp, Ki and Kd are 6, 9 and 0.1
respectively. This selection is based on the sum of error squared plot in Figure
4.2. As for the plot, the sum of error does not change much after Kp’s value
reaches 6. Also, the Ki contribution to the error slightly decreases when the
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value is increased. Having a higher Ki value also makes the joint hold its position
after it reaches the target without coming back towards ground because of the
weight of the leg. The behaviour of all three components for this set of Kp, Ki
and Kd is shown in Figure 4.3a. According to this plot, it takes close to 0.8
seconds to reach the target angle.
To compare and contrast these values (in Figure 4.2), the Kp and Ki values
have been doubled to 12 and 18 respectively. Kd has the same value of 0.1. By
referring to the Figure 4.3b, it is clear that the time it takes to reach the target has
come down close to 0.5 seconds. The main reason for this behaviour is the initial
high acceleration of the joint with the higher Kp value and also the contribution
from a higher Ki value to hold the reached position.
The Figures 4.3c and 4.3d have the same parameters as Figures 4.3a and 4.3b
respectively, except for the value of Kd. The derivative gain constant have been
increased from 0.1 to 0.4. By doing this change, there is an increased damping
affect on the joint initially, which makes the joint to have a smaller number of
over-shootings, hence stabilising the reached position.
From the plots in Figure 4.3, it can be observed that the P, I and D components
have the same overall behaviour (refer to the shape of the plots), with the main
differences being the time to reach the target and the amount of torque generated.
In summary, the proportional term acts as a spring pulling the joint to the target
position while the integral term builds up the constant torque needed to hold the
joint in its target position. The differential term provides the damping to reduce
over-shootings and oscillation. This example shows a numerical instability at
the start arising from the derivative computation, which is discussed in section
4.3.2.3.
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4.3 Single Leg Behaviour
Each controller at the three joints of a leg controls the torque applied on the joint
in consideration. The task of each controller is to reach its target and maintain
that position until the walking algorithm gives a new target and command the
movement to the new position, depending on current position of coxa, femur and
tibia. The variable being controlled using the PID controller is the joint angle.
Depending on the error input, the output value is calculated for the controller
and directly applied as a torque on the joint.
This works because of the relationship between torque and angular
acceleration. To further understand this relationship, let us consider the angular
motion. The average angular velocity is defined as:
ω =
dθ
dt
(4.4)
where ω is the average angular velocity, θ is angle rotated in time t. Hence, the
angular acceleration is defined as the rate of change of angular velocity.
α =
dω
dt
=
d2θ
dt2
(4.5)
where α is the angular acceleration. By adapting Newton’s second law of motion:
T = Iα (4.6)
where T is the Torque and I is the moment of inertia.
By changing the torque applied to a joint, the angular acceleration changes
proportionally. As a result, the angular velocity changes accordingly, hence the
joint angle also changes. This means, by changing the torque currently applied
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on the joint, the joint angle changes. In regards to the joint PID controllers
of the hexapod, the change in joint angle makes the error (input to the PID
controller) change too. Depending on the error, the PID controller outputs the
torque generated. This is the behaviour of feedback control loop for each of the
hexapod joints. The proportional, integral and derivative gains are used to make
the calculated output from the PID controller a substantial value that is sufficient
to apply as a torque to move the limbs of the legs.
When the error changes its sign (due to over shootings), as a result the
proportional component of torque also changes its direction. Therefore, the total
torque may be increased, decreased or reversed, so that the joint angle reaches a
desired value by reducing the error.
4.3.1 PID controller error tolerance
In our PID controllers, when a target angle is given and the PID controller moves
the joint to that target position, the error does not have to be zero in order to
decide that the target is reached. If the current angle is within a given range
(a plus minus error limit around the target) we take it as the target is reached.
This error tolerance helps the walking algorithm to change from one target to
another in less time without affecting the leg behaviour. Since the system has 18
DOF, if all the controllers are waiting to reach the target values where the error
is zero (no error tolerance), then moving from one phase to the other (swing and
stance) can take a considerable amount of time (when compared to having an
error tolerance).
In a PID controller, once the set point is reached the main objective of the
controller is to maintain the output at that value. The set point or the target
joint angle for each of the joints needs to be changed to get the swing and stance
movements for the legs of the hexapod. Hence, it is important to change the target
angle to the next desired value once the current target is reached within the error
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tolerance. In this system it is not important at all to maintain the position at
the target value. To move forward, the target changes during the swing and
stance phases and the error tolerance helps to make this decision sooner without
compromising the walking behaviour.
4.3.2 P, I, and D term analysis relative to the leg movements
By using PID controllers, a torque is generated for each joint, which moves the
joint making the attached limb also moved to a different position. The way this
movement happens needs to be further analysed. The above Figure 4.3 illustrates
the P, I and D terms discussed below.
4.3.2.1 Proportional component
Let us take one joint of a leg and assume that it has just reached the target. Once
a target is reached, a new target is given to the joint. At this moment the error has
the maximum value. Hence, the contribution from the proportional component
has the maximum value when the error is multiplied by the proportional gain.
This situation results in a large torque being applied on the joint.
Let us assume that there is no Integral or Derivative components. As a result
of the large torque, the joint accelerates towards its target. The closer the joint
gets to its target the lesser the torque becomes due to the error being decreased.
At one point, the torque may not be enough to move the limbs attached to the
joints (even before reaching the target) and the limbs may start to move in the
opposite direction (as an example, the femur may move backwards due to the
gravity, because the joint between coxa and femur has not enough torque to
reach the target). As the joint and attached limb move in opposite direction, the
error once again becomes larger and the torque is increased, and the limb will
start moving forward again. This is what happens if we only have proportional
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contribution from the controller.
4.3.2.2 Integral component
In relation to the same scenario described in the above proportional component
section, the behaviour of the integral component results in accumulating the error
from integral in each time step. The integral amount increases with time but
the rate of increase reduces over time. When the joint is closer to the target the
integral component has a large value and maintains that value over time, whereas
the proportional component becomes closer to zero. Once a target is reached, the
integral component is responsible to maintain the output at a constant level so
that the leg limbs are kept at desired poses.
4.3.2.3 Derivative component
Using the same scenario as proportional and integral, let us analyse the effects of
the derivative component. The derivative term is meant to reduce the torque to
avoid giving the limb too much momentum. The derivative is approximated as
the rate of difference between successive values of the error (Equation 4.7).
Derivative = Kd
Errorcurrent − Errorprevious
∆t
(4.7)
where Kd is the derivative gain constant and ∆t is the simulation time step. The
derivative component may have large values due to the following reasons:
• at the beginning of a cycle where the current error is equal to the target
value. At this moment the previous error can be zero (which means the
previous target was reached). Hence, the difference between current and
previous error is large;
• when the target is suddenly changed (once a joint has just reached a target
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and a new target is given) there is a sudden change in the error. This
sudden change can also result in a large derivative term because of the big
difference in current and previous errors.
Ideally, the derivative is in the opposite direction with the exception of at the
first time step it may be in the same direction as proportional (P) and integral
(I) components, due to previous error being zero. This situation can make the
joints have very large torques, hence the leg movements may not be smooth. To
avoid this scenario, the derivative component is filtered during the first few time
steps, each time a new target is given to the joint. In other words, the derivative
component is not included in the PID output value for the first two time steps.
4.4 Tripod Gait Analysis
In this section we analyse how the hexapod robot walks in a tripod gait using
PID controllers at each of the joints. The tripod gait gets its name from always
having three feet on the ground. With three feet on the ground the hexapod is
statically stable where the legs with their feet on the ground are the front and
rear leg on one side and the middle leg on the opposite side, while the remaining
feet are off the ground moving forward to new foothold positions. Walking comes
about by the two groups of three legs alternately doing the swing and the stance
phases.
The provision of a PID controller to each of the 18 joints already gives the
hexapod the ability for stable and robust motion. For example, by providing a
single target joint configuration, the hexapod can get up from laying on the floor
(with all legs stretched out), to a stable standing position. The robot will do this
movement even if a leg temporarily slips on the ground. But the required torques
may exceed the torques capable to be produced in a real robot. With the simple
PID controllers, the hexapod’s movement exhibits a robustness that is reminiscent
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to that of Boston Dynamics’ BigDog robot [Playter et al., 2006a]. The hexapod
can be made to walk in a tripod gait on flat ground only by specifying a sequence
of a few target joint configurations. For the circular body of our hexapod, the six
legs are divided into two groups: the even numbered legs 0, 2 and 4 in Group 1;
and the odd numbered legs 1, 3 and 5 in Group 2. The two groups will alternate
between the swing and the stance phases, as described below.
4.4.1 Swing phase
Assume that the feet of the legs of Group 1 are on the ground and are in their
most backward position in relation to the body. The feet have to be taken off
the ground and moved forward as far as possible to a new foothold. Because the
start and the end of the swing phase are on the ground (See Figure 4.4 - A and
C positions), just specifying the end angles as the target positions for the PID
controllers will not guarantee that the feet are lifted off the ground. Therefore,
an additional intermediate configuration (See Figure 4.4 - B position) with the
foot off the ground has to be specified for each leg of the Group. The first target
Figure 4.4: Positions of swing phase for one leg. Swing phase starts at A,
the intermediate position is B (off the ground) and ends at leg being landed at
position C
position is with the feet off the ground and halfway to their forward relative
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position. As soon as all three legs of the group have reached the second target
configuration and thus are again on the ground, the stance phase starts for this
group of legs. At this point, all the legs of the other group which were on the
ground in their stance phase begin their swing phase.
4.4.2 Stance phase
The legs in Group 1 have just completed the swing phase and started the stance
phase. The legs must stay on the ground where they touched down and must push
the body forward. To do this the legs now need to move backwards relative to the
hexapod body. If the legs are moved backwards by turning only the Hip Joint-1
then the feet cannot remain in their position on the ground. This behaviour is
because the foot will follow a circular trajectory centred on Hip Joint-1 (coxa),
increasing first their horizontal distance from the body and then returning to
their initial position. This movement can only happen if the feet slide on the
ground, which is a waste of energy. To prevent this, Hip Joint-2 and the Knee
Joint need to change during the stance phase so that the feet remain at the same
distance from the body during the whole stance phase. See Figure 4.5 later in
this chapter, for an illustration of this situation.
4.4.3 Hexapod’s target joint angles
During walking, the hexapod has a target joint angle for each of the 18 joints.
The joint between the body and the coxa of each leg has a vertical rotation axis
and the target angles for these joints have a 40 degree range. As an example,
in relation to Leg-2, the swing phase target angle is 20 degrees forward and 20
degrees backwards for the stance phase. For the joints between the coxa, femur
and the femur, tibia, the rotation axes are horizontal.
The joint angle between the coxa and the femur has the target angles of 20
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degrees and 60 degrees. The joint angle between the femur and the tibia has
the same target angles of 20 and 60 degrees. During the stance phase, there is
an intermediate position (which means intermediate target angles) for these two
joints in order to keep the feet of the legs at the same distance from the body
centre. This scenario will be further discussed in the next sections.
4.4.4 Intermediate positions
When one group of legs (3 legs) has finished the swing phase, they enter the stance
phase. If we take one leg from the group (Leg-2) as an example, this switch from
the swing to stance phase means, the foot is stationary where it touched down
but it needs to move backwards (stance) relative to the hexapod body. This
movement of stance legs make the hexapod body move forward and then the legs
on ground can enter the swing phase (at the end of stance phase). If we take the
movement of the leg relative to the body, the foot of the leg moves backward in
a curve. See Figure 4.5 later in the chapter, for an illustration of this situation.
This movement of the foot is because the coxa of the leg has a circular
movement. Let us assume that there is no knee joint. If we move the hip joint
between the body and coxa now (Hip Joint-1), the whole leg will be moved in a
circular motion, assuming the leg is not touching the ground. Let us consider now
that the leg is at the end of swing phase and the coxa is 20 degrees anti clockwise
related to the X axis. Also assume that the foot is on the ground (Refer to the
Figure 4.5 for an illustration).
Now for the hexapod to move forward, the foot ideally should be on the same
position and the Hip Joint-1 needs to move backwards. Let us assume that the leg
is fixed to the ground. Because of the torque applied on Hip Joint-1 and because
the foot is fixed on ground, now the body must move forward. The movement of
the body will also be circular. In real world the leg is not fixed to the ground.
This situation makes the leg to slip on ground if the friction forces are not holding
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the leg on ground. Because the hexapod does not have a knee joint, the body
does not move on a linear fashion. Therefore, the knee joint is needed to allow
the foot to move on a straight line resulting the body to move on a straight line.
During the stance phase the joint angle of the Knee Joint and the Hip Joint-2
angle need to change constantly if we want the body to move forward linearly.
This scenario can be further explained if we consider the movement of the leg
relative to the body. See the Figure 4.5 below for an illustration. For the body
to move forward in a straight line, the foot needs to be moved backwards in a
straight line relative to the body. For this to happen, the Knee Joint and the Hip
Joint-2 need to continuously update their joint angle, so that the foot is on the
correct path. If this continuous change in joint angle does not happen, the foot
tends to move on circular paths (this can be between intermediate positions of
the foot).
When the PID controllers are used to control the leg joints, the target
positions for each joint need to be specified. It is not possible to eliminate
the issue of the foot moving on a circular path unless an unlimited number of
intermediate positions between the start point and the end point of the stance
phase are available. Hence, the higher the number of intermediate positions the
foot achieves a more rectilinear motion relative to the body centre line. One
intermediate position for the legs (when the legs are in the stance phase) is
specified in our hexapod gait, to reduce the potential slipping of the foot.
4.4.5 Full movement cycle for a leg
For each of the joints in a leg there are four different start, end and intermediate
target positions which makes the hexapod walk forward. The following Table 4.1
list these positions. These target positions are enough for the hexapod to achieve
a stable tripod gait in an even terrain. The stance phase intermediate angles
for Hip Joint-2 (θ1) and Knee joint (θ2) are calculated in the program at run time.
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Figure 4.5: Movement of a leg (Leg-2) relative to the body
These target angles in Table 4.1 can be changed so that a tripod gait is still
achieved, but with hexapod body at a different height from the ground. As an
example, if the beginning of the stance phase and end of the stance phase angles
for the Hip Joint-2 and Knee Joint are changed to 5 and 10 degrees respectively,
then the hexapod would be in a more straight-like position.
The angles specified in Table 4.1 are chosen as one configuration where we can
analyse the behaviour of the legs. Furthermore, this set of target angles give the
hexapod a more crouching position where the linear displacement of the legs in
the walking direction is satisfactory. With the lengths of the coxa, the femur, the
tibia, and the Hip Joint-2 and Knee Joint angles, and a swing from -20 degrees to
+20 degrees of the coxa, a leg in swing phase produces a linear foot displacement
of 0.125m.
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Table 4.1: Target joint angles for the legs
Phase Hip-01 Hip-02 Knee
Stance phase - START (END of Swing phase) 20 20 20
Stance phase - INTERMEDIATE 0 θ1 θ2
Stance phase - END (START of Swing phase) -20 20 20
Swing phase - INTERMEDIATE 0 60 60
4.4.6 Leg coordination rules
After discussing the gait qualitatively in the previous section, now it is time to
describe precisely the leg coordination method used in the simulation. The Cruse
mechanism [Cruse et al., 1998; Cruse and Bartling, 1995; Schilling et al., 2007;
Cruse et al., 1995, 2001] describes some basic rules regarding hexapod walking
where the rules state that at a particular configuration, the legs should move from
one pose to another.
In our hexapod, the coordination of the legs are mainly achieved observing
the reaction forces on the legs. The rules developed in this study, for the PID
controller based hexapod walking are summarised as follows:
(a) divide the six legs in to two groups (legs 0, 2, 4 as group-1 and legs 1, 3, 5 as
group-2);
(b) move the legs of group-1 forward (swing phase) to the intermediate target
angle given for each joint;
(c) as soon as the group-1 starts the swing phase, the group-2 starts the stance
phase, which involves moving the group-2 leg joints to their intermediate
target angles;
(d) after group-1 has reached the intermediate target angles, move the group-1
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leg joints to their final swing phase position. Also, move the group-2 legs to
the end of stance phase;
(e) as soon as all group-1 legs have reached the final swing phase targets by
getting their legs on ground again (reaction force on the legs are greater than
0), stop the swing phase for group-1. Now, for a brief moment, all six legs
are on ground;
(f) just after group-1 legs touch the ground, start the swing phase for group-2
legs and start the stance phase for group-1 legs.
It is not necessary that the legs of a group reach their intermediate positions
simultaneously. The only important synchronisation step is that the swing phase
of legs for one group (which are currently in stance phase), cannot start before
the feet of the legs currently in the swing phase are on the ground.
In this system, the PID controllers work close to how a leg joint of an
animal works where the joint moves the attached segment (coxa, femur, tibia) by
accelerating, decelerating and colliding with ground (tibia) or stopping during
the walking. The movements are based on real forces and dynamics, with
accelerations and decelerations automatically applied by the PID controller in
order to get to the desired position. The amount of movement is not constant at
each time step. Furthermore, the use of the joint angle as the input parameter
to the PID controller and applying the calculated output, directly as the torque
on the joint, has not been seen in any current hexapod walking algorithms.
This algorithm is a simple way of using PID controllers with a minimum
number of target positions in order to achieve a complex hexapod walking
behaviour purely based on dynamics. When considering the behaviour of the
leg joints in the hexapod, one aspect is that each joint moves independently. At
the joint level, one joint is not actively dependent on any other joint’s behaviour.
Each has its own targets to achieve. The reaction forces on legs are used in a
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basic way to identify whether a leg is on the ground or not. This approach act
as a way of coordination between the legs. When the legs of one group, which
are in swing phase touch the ground, it may not happen simultaneously. If one
leg touches the ground, it waits until all the legs in its group are on the ground.
Only then the group starts the stance phase whereas the other group starts the
swing phase. In the following chapters, the reaction force is used in a different
way where the amount of reaction force is also considered. The sections below
describe in detail the resulting motion of applying PID control for the joints and
the coordination rules. Furthermore, the behaviour of the foot reaction forces are
examined to check how the force changes throughout the stance phase.
4.5 Hexapod Simulation with Tripod gait
In the simulation, hexapod walks on a tripod gait on flat terrain. To analyse the
behaviour of walking, time trajectories of all joint angles, applied torques and
foot reaction forces were recorded and relevant plots were created. In the below
sections we will discuss these plots to understand the details of our hexapod’s
walking behaviour.
4.5.1 Reaction forces and joint angles
To analyse the behaviour of legs relative to joint angles, lets consider Leg-2. Leg-2
is parallel to the world X axis making it easier to visualise the movements. See
the Figure 4.6, which shows the positions of the joints relative to Leg-2. The
reaction force on the tip (foot) of each of the legs and the joint angles for all
three joints were recorded for every time step. Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 shows
the change in reaction force and the joint angles for the Leg-2.
The first figure (Figure 4.8) shows the consistent repetitiveness of the change
in joint angle for each of the Hip Joint-1, Hip Joint-2 and Knee Joint. Also, the
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Figure 4.6: Positions of the joints relative to Leg-2
Intermediate (0
degree) position
for coxa.
0
+20
-20
Figure 4.7: Top view of the coxa for each of the legs
reaction force shows a pattern depending on where the leg is in relation to the
gait. The Hip Joint-1 has a range from -20 to +20 degrees. See Figure-4.7 for
a top view of the coxa. The green line is the forward most position for coxa
of each leg and the blue line is the backward most position. In absolute terms,
this movement is a 40 degree range where the 0 degree position is the middle.
An intermediate position is specified at the middle for coxa, in swing phase and
stance phase. The Hip-02 joint has a range of 20 to 60 degrees and the Knee Joint
has a range of 20 to 60 degrees. The intermediate position for the Hip Joint-1
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Figure 4.8: Leg-2 reaction force and joint angles
and Knee Joint in the stance phase helps to keep the foot of the leg almost at a
constant distance from body centre line. This is illustrated in Figure 4.5
By examining Figure 4.8, it can be observed that the Hip Joint-1 angle (joint
between body and coxa) during the swing phase moves relatively slowly until it
comes to the intermediate position, which is 0 degrees. The main reason for this
behaviour is the weight of the femur and the tibia. The weight of femur and tibia
is on the coxa, and the Hip Joint-2 has to lift femur and tibia against gravity.
This movement takes time and Figure 4.9 shows that the Hip Joint-1 taking more
time to come to the intermediate position. At the same time, the Hip Joint-2
moves faster initially (Hip Joint-2 angle changes quickly) when there is not much
lifting because the tibia moves inwards. But then the change of Hip Joint-2 angle
slows down when the Knee joint has already reached its target, which means now
the Hip Joint-2 starts the main lifting of the femur and the tibia.
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Figure 4.9: Leg-2 reaction force and joint angles, an expanded section of Figure
4.8
When the coxa moves from the intermediate position to the end of the
swing phase (final position), the leg needs to be lowered to the ground. This
time, gravity helps to accelerate the leg. Therefore, the movement from the
intermediate to the final position is much faster.
If we consider the Hip Joint-2 angle (joint between coxa and femur), it can
be seen that the joint moves very fast until it reaches the 45-50 degree mark
and from their onwards the movement is slower until it gets to the 60 degree
mark. This behaviour is not shown by the Knee Joint. It moves to the target
(60 degrees) very quickly. The reasons are that the femur has to carry the weight
of the tibia and also the direction of movement of the tibia is opposite to that
of femur. Therefore, the Hip Joint-2 moves faster initially and then slows down,
whereas the Knee Joint moves relatively faster throughout the movement.
The reaction force on the foot has some spikes. After the swing phase is
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finished, the leg touches the ground, which is a collision between the leg and the
terrain. We can see that the reaction force increases from the moment the leg
touches the ground and at one point the leg almost moves away from the ground
(reaction force decreases) for a fraction of time. This movement is because of the
behaviour of other three legs, which are in swing phase. After they reach to the
intermediate position, they start to move to their final position of the swing phase,
and suddenly there is a momentum (because of the faster movement towards the
end), which makes the whole hexapod thrust upwards.
When examining the reaction force we can see that its not a constant value.
It changes over time. This change in reaction force during the stance phase can
be considered as a passive communication between the legs. By observing the
reaction force, the position of this leg can be predicted, relative to the stance
phase. As an example we can say whether its the start of the stance phase or
whether its nearing the completion of the stance phase. Also the behaviour of
the swing phase legs can be predicted. This change in reaction force greatly helps
when neural network and evolution based controllers are used.
Another observation is that the change in reaction force is different in each of
the legs. As an example, if we consider the Leg-2, we can see that the reaction
force stays constant mostly during the stance phase (Figure 4.9). The difference
in reaction force for each of the legs can be mapped as what a single leg feels due
to the actions of all the other legs. By examining these graphs we can observe
the following:
a.) the movement of the joints has a consistent pattern;
b.) the Hip Joint-1 moves relatively slowly to the intermediate position when
compared to the movement from intermediate position to the end of stance
phase;
c.) the behaviour (change) of reaction force during the stance phase;
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4.5.2 Reaction force behaviour in each group of legs
It is interesting to examine the behaviour of reaction force on each leg, during
the stance phase. The group-1 legs (leg 0, 2, and 4) and the group-2 legs (leg 1,
3, and 5) exhibits more or less the same pattern of reaction force change. See the
below Figure 4.10a and Figure 4.10b for the plots.
(a) Leg 0, 2 and 4 reaction forces (b) Leg 1, 3 and 5 reaction forces
Figure 4.10: Comparison of the reaction force change in the two groups of legs
Apart from the spikes in reaction force on the legs, the overall behaviour of
the change in reaction force is consistent when the two groups are compared. The
first thing to observe on the plots in Figure 4.10 is that, if we consider one group
of legs, the reaction force on the two legs that are on the same side of the hexapod
(i.e., Leg-0 and Leg-4) has different behaviours. While the Leg-0 reaction force
increases, the Leg-4 reaction force decreases towards the end of the stance phase.
But the middle leg on the other side (i.e., Leg-2) of the hexapod has an overall
constant reaction force towards the end of the stance phase. This shows how the
weight of the hexapod is distributed during the stance phase and that different
legs have different loads during walking.
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When three legs are on ground in the stance phase, the reaction force applied
on each foot and the load on each leg can have multiple solutions. This is
a statically indeterminate system relative to the reaction force applied on the
feet. Some control algorithms try to control this distribution of load among the
legs in order to eliminate the situation where one leg can have an unbearable
load and lead to mechanical failure. As an example, the Katharina robot
[Schneider and Schmucker, 2006b; Schmucker et al., 2005] uses force distribution
in its control.
The foot reaction force on the legs, which are on the same side of the hexapod
(when the legs are in stance phase), act in opposite ways. As an example, the
reaction force on Leg-4 is almost like a mirror image of the reaction force on
Leg-0 (Figure 4.10a). When the stance phase starts, the back leg’s (e.g. Leg-4)
reaction force starts with a higher value and starts to decrease, which means the
load on that leg decreases. At the same time, the load on the front leg (e.g.
Leg-0) increases. To further analyse this behaviour, let us focus on the graph in
Figure 4.10a, where Leg-0 and Leg-4 are in one side of the hexapod and Leg-2 is
in the other side relative to the direction of walking. The behaviour of reaction
forces in these legs may happen due to the following reasons.
One reason can be that Leg-4 touches the ground ahead of Leg-0 and initially
the load is on that leg, where the foot reaction force is high. Then, when the Leg-
0 touches the ground, the load starts to distribute and the foot reaction force on
Leg-0 starts to increase while the foot reaction force on Leg-4 starts to decrease.
The reaction forces observed are consistent and repetitive with the number of legs
on the ground at any moment. If all three legs in one leg group touch the ground
simultaneously, we may see a different behaviour but still the load distribution
cannot be predicted. Towards the end of the stance phase where the lift off (start
of swing phase) gets closer, the foot reaction force changes and sometimes a leg
gets off the ground slightly (Leg-0), which may occur due to the motion of other
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legs.
The second reason can be the distance of each leg from the centre of mass
(CM) of the hexapod. It can be assumed that the CM of the hexapod is not far
from the actual centre of body of the hexapod during walking. In the middle part
of the curve (Figure 4.10a), as the stance phase progresses, the back leg (Leg-4)
shifts away from the CM, while the front leg (Leg-0) comes closer to the CM and
thus starts to bear more weight. This effect is less pronounced for the middle leg
(Leg-2), as it shifts only around the CM. Leg-2 also bears more load than the
other two legs because it is a single leg on one side of the hexapod.
Furthermore, there is oscillation (rapid change of reaction force) of the legs
at the start and end of the stance phase. At the start, this oscillation is not
prominent, but at the end where the switch from stance to swing phase gets
closer, the reaction force varies rapidly on all three legs. This rapid reaction
force change can be due to the behaviour of the legs currently in the swing phase
(Legs 1, 3 and 5), where they move to the intermediate position of swing phase
slowly and then move faster from the intermediate position to the touch down
position. As an example, the swing phase behaviour for Leg-2 can be observed
in the graph in Figure 4.9 where it shows the change in joint angles during the
swing and stance phases. When the swing legs move faster towards the touch
down position (gravity pulls the legs down faster from the intermediate position
of the swing phase to the touch down position), the PID controllers have to hold
back this movement and decelerate the legs as they get closer to the their target
position on the ground. This behaviour from the swing legs (Legs 1, 3 and 5)
can be a reason for the oscillation of the reaction forces visible on the stance legs
(Legs 0, 2 and 4) towards the end of the stance phase. We can consider this
oscillation as information about the movement of swing legs being transferred to
the stance legs, as a change in the reaction force on stance legs, which supports
our argument on using the changing reaction force as an input to control the
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joints. The oscillation on the legs, as discussed above, can also happen due to the
slippage of the legs on ground. The legs cannot remain at the position where the
stance phase started, due to the geometrical constraints. This effect is reduced
by using an intermediate stance phase position for the legs.
The argument is that this changing reaction force on each of the legs helps to
recognise the different stages of the swing and the stance phases when they are
used in our proposed Artificial Neural Network (ANN) controller (discussed in
Chapter 5) as inputs (during the swing phase the reaction force is zero as the legs
are off the ground, but still the momentum of the legs has an effect on other legs).
When the network is trained, the relationship between the joint angles and the
reaction forces help the ANN to identify the required output (torque) at different
stages as a pattern.
4.5.3 Centre of mass
To understand about the overall movement of the hexapod, the change of the
centre of mass of the hexapod body is plotted (see Figure 4.11).
By examining the plot in Figure 4.11, it can be observed that the hexapod
keeps its body at a constant height when walking. This consistency is mainly due
to the synchronous behaviour of the two groups of legs and smooth transition
from swing to stance phase.
Also the hexapod moves forward consistently and has a speed of 5.4m per
minute (0.32Kmh). At this point, the focus is not on the speed but there are
ways to increase the speed. One method is to increase the error tolerance for the
PID controllers, which means the targets are reached quickly and the legs move
from swing phase to stance phase in less time. Another method to increase the
speed is to try and use higher constants for the proportional and integral gains.
This approach will generate a larger value of torque at each time step, hence the
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Figure 4.11: Hexapod centre of mass Y (direction of walking), Z (height from
ground) coordinates
legs can reach their targets in less time.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter the basics of PID controllers were discussed and how they are
used to achieve hexapod walking with a minimum set of target positions for the
joints was shown. The swing and the stance phase during walking were analysed
for a tripod gait. How an intermediate position was used during stance phase
to reduce the slippage of legs and the rules used to coordinate the legs were
also introduced. Finally, the reaction force behaviour and the hexapod walking
behaviour were further discussed. The change in foot reaction force during the
stance phase for legs and how we want to use this changing reaction force in
designing a new controller is discussed in the next chapters.
CHAPTER 5
Artificial Neural Network Controller Based Walking
Currently Artificial Neural networks (ANN) are used in multiple fields to
solve different problems where their concepts and theory has become standard
knowledge. In this chapter we show that the results we got from PID controllers
can be re-produced by using artificial neural networks. This is the first step
towards replacing the PID joint controllers with an Evolved ANN controller. We
define inputs and the output generated by PID controllers to train the ANNs to
achieve this.
5.1 Motivation to use ANN
In relation to our research, one of the goals is to find a function between inputs
(joint angles, reaction force components) and the output (joint torque) of a given
joint in a leg so that each joint controller of the hexapod can be implemented
as an ANN. See Figure 5.1, which shows the inputs and the output of the joint
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controllers.
Figure 5.1: All three controllers of a leg. Inputs are the same but the output is
different.
There are several methods to achieve this goal. One of them is to perform
complex analysis of geometry, dynamics and mathematics to relate the inputs
and outputs. This process is a complex and time consuming task, which
is to be avoided because the goal is to implement a controller that will
drive the joints, depending on the sensory input rather than a pre-planned
trajectory or state transitions. That is the reason to use neural network
techniques [McCulloch and Pitts, 1943; MacKay and McCulloch, 1952; Hebb,
2002; Minsky, 1961; Hopfield, 1982] to find a relation between the inputs and
outputs automatically, as discussed in the below sections.
Many applications have the fundamental problem of finding an underlying
relationship from a given input-output data set (Function approximation).
Prediction, data mining and classification, and pattern recognition are some
of these problems. One method of addressing this problem is by using ANNs.
Certain type of ANNs such as RBFs (Radial Basis Functions), MLPs (Multi
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Layer Perceptrons) can be used as a generic representation of a function. When
an explicit formula is not defined between inputs and outputs, ANNs can be used
as a black box solution (Figure 5.2).
Figure 5.2: Black box solution
The weights of connections (Figure 5.3) in a neural network define the mapping
between inputs and outputs. Hence, by using the same neural network with
different connection weights, a number of different functions can be found. The
goal is to find an optimal function (a set of weights) so that the generated outputs
are consistent with the actual outputs and accurate for the given inputs.
5.2 Neural Network Types
There are mainly two categories of neural networks [Jain et al., 1996] based on
the connection patterns:
• feed forward networks (e.g. Single layer perceptron, Multilayer perceptron,
Radial basis function nets);
• recurrent networks (e.g. Competitive networks, Hopfield network).
Feed forward Neural Networks (FFNNs) are among the most used and best
understood models of neural networks (Figure 5.3) where supervised training can
be used to minimise the squared error with the training set. In FFNNs there is
no feedback from output to the input, whereas in recurrent networks output is
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Figure 5.3: Example of a feed forward artificial neural network
propagated back as an input to the network. The FFNNs are general function
approximators [Poggio and Girosi, 1990; Funahashi, 1989; Sanner and Slotine,
1992], whereas the recurrent networks are dynamic system approximators.
The mapping between the inputs and the output in our proposed controller
needs to be able to generate a torque that can move a joint and the attached
limb to a new position depending on the inputs at a given time (Figure 5.1).
A FFNN can be used to achieve this goal, as this problem relates to function
approximation. Just finding a function is not adequate. An optimal function
(i.e. a function that yields an output closer to the actual expected output when
compared with another function that has the same inputs) from the available
solution space needs to be found. As described previously, a large number of
functions can be found by changing the weights of the connections. Hence, an
optimal set of connection weights that will generate the required output (torque)
and also respond correctly to interference or unknown inputs, needs to be found.
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The Local Cluster Neural Network (LCNN) architecture proposed by Joaquin
Sitte and Geva [Sitte et al., 1998a] is based on the FFNN architecture, which is
used in this research. More details on LCNN’s are discussed in the next section.
5.3 LCNN Architecture
LCNN is the base for the neural network controllers developed in this research.
LCNNs combine the features of Multi Layer Perceptrons (MLP) and Radial Basis
Functions (RBF). LCNN can be considered as a constrained MLP. Hence, all the
theory on MLP is still valid for LCNN.
The LCNN architecture is shown in Figure 5.4, where it has a segment of
2 local clusters. This illustrates the function architecture of LCNN. The two
hidden layers contain the sigmodial neurons as in MLP. Functions localised in
input space are formed by clusters of sigmoids. These are similar to RBF but
capable of representing a wider range of localised functions. The output from
LCNN is a linear combination of localised scalar functions in n-dimensional input
space.
The output of the LCNN is given by;
y(x⃗) =
m∑
µ=1
vµLµ(Wµ, r⃗µ, k, x⃗) (5.1)
where;
vµ : Output weight
Wµ : Weight matrix
r⃗ : n-dimensional position vector of the reference point
x⃗ : n-dimensional input vector
k : Sigmoid slope
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Figure 5.4: Local cluster neural net structure with 4 inputs and 2 clusters
The LCNN architecture is suitable for discrete classification tasks and
continuous function approximation. The mathematical operations (sigmodial
transfer functions and dot products) of LCNN can be implemented in analog
circuits [Sitte et al., 1998b]. This capability is one of the main reasons for using
LCNN in our research. A future goal of this research is to build an actual
hexapod where we can replace the simulated LCNN controller with an actual
LCNN chip. In most of the neural network applications, the NN is simulated by
using a software on a conventional computer. This approach is adequate for many
applications. The main drawback of this approach is that the inherent parallel
computation characteristics of NNs are not utilised as software implementations
of NNs are run on sequential computers. In addition to the hardware realisation
of LCNN, Liang Zhang has shown that LCNN has better performance when
compared to MLP and RBF [Zhang et al., 2005]. This performance advantage is
another reason for using LCNN architecture in our research.
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The LCNN chips were designed by Joaquin Sitte (Queensland University
of Technology, Australia) in collaboration with Ulrich Ruckert (University of
Paderborn, Germany) [Sitte et al., 1998b]. These chips were manufactured in
three different versions: LRNN (version 1); LCNN (version 2); and LCX (version
3).
5.4 LCNN Controllers for Hexapod
The inputs to the LCNN controllers used for hexapod joints are as illustrated in
Figure 5.1. Each joint controller in the leg has these inputs from the leg where
the joint is located. As an example, if we consider Leg-1, then the three joint
angle inputs are from the angle sensors located at each joint of Leg-1 and the
reaction force input components are from the foot (end of tibia) of Leg-1. We
want to implement each joint controller of the hexapod as a LCNN. We use the
ELSY software (used by Sitte for LCNN [Sitte et al., 1997]) to implement the
ANN controllers and it has the functionality to train and simulate Local Cluster,
RBF and MLP neural networks.
To replace the PID controller at a given joint of the hexapod with a controller
based on a LCNN, first the architecture of the network needs to be decided. The
architecture is dependent on the number of clusters and the number of inputs.
Since the inputs and output are already known, the required input-output data
needs to be collected to train the LCNN. Afterwards, several training runs need to
be completed with different cluster numbers in order to find a reasonable number
of clusters for the LCNN. Finally, the LCNN can be trained with collected training
data and use it in the hexapod as a joint controller and test the walking behaviour.
These steps are further discussed in the following sections in more detail.
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5.4.1 Training data for LCNN controller
For each leg of the hexapod, training data is collected using PID based walking.
The hexapod simulation was run for 20 seconds with a time step of 0.005 seconds.
For each time step, the torque generated by the PID controller for each of the
joints were recorded with the corresponding set of joint angles and the reaction
force components (a data row). Data were recorded in to two stacks by randomly
selecting around 80% of data for training while the rest was used as the testing
data set. During the 20 seconds of simulation, a total of 4000 data rows were
recorded.
5.4.2 LCNN architecture for hexapod joint controllers
There are no set of rules to define the number of clusters in LCNN architecture.
The number of weights and the number of neurons are determined based on the
number of clusters and the number of inputs (input dimension) to the network.
Equation 5.2 shows how the number of weights, W is calculated while the
equation 5.3 shows how the number of neurons, N is calculated.
W = m(n× n+ (n+ 1)) (5.2)
N = m(2× n+ 1) (5.3)
The number of inputs are denoted by n and the number of clusters are denoted by
m. To find the number of local clusters to use in the LCNN for a joint controller,
the configurations as specified in Table 5.1 were tested.
For each cluster size, ten iterations of trainings were done (the initial set
of weights for each iteration is set randomly by the LCNN training program,
ELSY). For all the iterations, the training set size was 1000 and the training
cycles (epochs) was 1000. From the data in the Table 5.1, we can see that the
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Table 5.1: Change of LMS error with LCNN cluster size(training set size=1000
and epochs=1000)
Local
clus-
ters
Neurons Weights Mean of
LMS
error-
training
set
Std.
Devia-
tion of
LMS
error-
training
set
Mean of
LMS
error-
test
set
Std.
Devia-
tion of
LMS
error-
test
set
8 104 344 0.4585 0.0658 1.8278 0.2271
12 156 516 0.3919 0.0185 1.7969 0.2818
16 208 688 0.3365 0.0182 1.7329 0.1857
20 260 860 0.3182 0.0458 1.6274 0.1671
LMS (Least Mean Square) error for 1000 input-output data values and 1000
training cycles changes with the number of local clusters used. When the number
of clusters are increased the mean LMS error decreases. But the rate of decrease
in error is not proportional to the number of clusters. As an example, the change
in error (reduction of error) from 8 clusters to 12 is larger than the change in
error from 16 clusters to 20 (from 12 clusters to 16 clusters the change in error
is in the same range as from 8 clusters to 12). The LMS error for test data has
some variations due to the stochastic nature of training (with different training
runs somewhat different results are obtained). Overall we can see that the LMS
error for test set reduces with the number of clusters. We can see that there is
not much difference in using 16 clusters and 20 clusters. The LMS error in both
scenarios are close.
Furthermore, we can see that the LMS error for the training set and the test
set in Table 5.1 has a significant difference. This result is evidence of an over
trained network. Typically, the training set error is smaller than the test set
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error, but both needs to be in the same order of magnitude if the network is not
over trained. This has been noted, hence the number of clusters and the epochs
used, need to be modified so that the network is not over trained. This difference
in error is not a critical issue, therefore we have chosen to use 16 local clusters in
our LCNN architecture for the hexapod joint controllers for the discussion. After
choosing the number of clusters, the next decision is on how many sample data
points are needed to use in order to train the controllers effectively. Table 5.2
shows the LMS error for a 16 cluster LCNN with different number of input-output
data values (training set size).
Table 5.2: Change of LMS error with training set size
Epochs Training
set size
Mean of
LMS
error-
training
set
Std.
Deviation
of LMS
error-
training
set
Mean of
LMS
error-test
set
Std.
Deviation
of LMS
error-test
set
1000 1000 0.336576 0.018285163 1.7329 0.185750209
1000 2000 0.340204 0.014384432 1.68449 0.176572481
1000 3000 0.355369 0.007290937 1.74521 0.230768992
For each training set size, ten iterations of trainings were done (the initial
set of weights for each iteration is set randomly by the LCNN training program,
ELSY). The results in Table 5.2 indicates that there is not much improvement
in LMS error for the 16 cluster LCNN by increasing the number of data values
(training set size). The standard deviation of LMS error in the training sets
show that the variation is not more than 10%. Also, the standard deviation of
LMS error in the test sets show that the variation is around 10%, though for the
training set size of 3000, the test set standard deviation is slightly higher. By
observing these results, it can be decided that even training the LCNN controller
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using only one run is sufficient enough for our purpose.
5.4.3 Analysis of chosen LCNN controller
To analyse the walking behaviour of an LCNN joint controller, we have chosen
the Hip Joint-1 of the Leg-1. The full training data set recorded during the
20 seconds of simulation (with 3225 input and output data values) was used in
training. The number of training cycles (epochs) were 5000. The plots in Figure
5.5 show the training graph (the value of sum of error squared during the network
training) for this joint.
(a) All Epochs of the training graph for Hip
Joint-1 of Leg-1
(b) Initial 500 Epochs of training graph for
Hip Joint-1 of Leg-1
Figure 5.5: Training graph for Hip Joint-1 of Leg-1
By examining the plots in Figure 5.5, we can see that the sum of error squared
reduces very quickly during the initial epochs (roughly up to 50 epochs) and then
the rate of error reduction is decreased. This change in error means that the
weights of the connections are getting tuned for the inputs and outputs used in
training. Eventually, the network reached to a LMS error of 0.31267 in 5000
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epochs using the 3225 input output training data values. After the training, the
test data set was used to generate the output from the trained LCNN controller.
Figure 5.6 shows the plots with the actual output and the LCNN output.
(a) Actual output and LCNN output
against time
(b) PID generated Actual output against
LCNN generated output
Figure 5.6: Comparison of PID controller output and LCNN controller output
The plots in Figure 5.6a and Figure 5.6b give us a much better visual
impression of how accurate the output generated by the LCNN controller for
a given set of joint angle and reaction force inputs. From Figure 5.6b, we can
clearly see that the LCNN controller generated results are close to the actual PID
output most of the time. Furthermore in Figure 5.6b, it is visible that in the first
grid from left axis (PID controller torque axis) between -4Nm and -6Nm, and
also the third grid from the left axis between 0Nm and -2Nm, have some outliers.
This means the torques generated by the two methods are not close. The reason
for this behaviour is that the PID controller does not generate the torque values
in those regions as with the same frequency in other regions (during the walking
cycle the torque is ranging from -10Nm to 10Nm as per Figure 5.6b). As an
example there is a higher concentration of torque values between 0 and 2Nm
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when compared with 0 and -2Nm. The same is valid for torque values between
-4Nm and -6Nm where the frequency is low. This means for the LCNN controller,
less training data is available that has an output value in those regions. Hence
the output generated by the trained LCNN controller can deviate from the PID
generated torque in those regions. This is the main reason for outliers in those
regions.
Figure 5.6a shows the changing output in a time sequence. The reason for the
pattern in this plot is that the test data is collected sequentially during simulation.
Though the test data is not continuous (randomly selected during simulation), it
contains enough data points to have a pattern. The X axis of this plot (Figure
5.6a) is labelled as time but it represents randomly selected data points in a time
sequence that is not continuous.
5.5 Analysis of Walking with LCNN Controller
The following experiments in hexapod walking are carried out to investigate the
behaviour of the trained NN controllers against the PID controllers.
5.5.1 Use 1 LCNN controller with 17 PID controllers
In this hexapod walking experiment, one joint of the hexapod was configured to
use a trained NN controller whereas all the other joints use PID controllers. The
joint between body and femur of Leg-1 (Hip Joint-1) was using a NN controller.
The comparison of Joint Angle (Section 5.5.1.1), Torque (Section 5.5.1.2) and
Reaction Force (Section 5.5.1.3) discussed below runs the simulation two times
to get the data for the plots. In the first run, all joints including the Hip Joint-1
of Leg-1 uses PID controllers and in the second run Hip Joint-1 of Leg-1 uses a
trained LCNN controller whereas all other joints use PID controllers. In both
instances, the joint angle and the torque of Hip Joint-1 in Leg-1 and the reaction
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force on Leg-1 is recorded for each time step. Then these results are used to
compare the joint behaviour and the reaction force behaviour.
5.5.1.1 Comparison of joint angle
The plot in Figure 5.7 shows the change in joint angle using PID controller and
NN Controller.
(a) This compares the joint angle from start
to end of the 40s simulation
(b) This is the same plot with an expanded
section of the simulation (10s to 15s)
Figure 5.7: Comparison of joint angle in Hip Joint-1 of Leg-1 using PID
controller and LCNN Controller
By examining the behaviour of the joint angle in the plots of Figure 5.7, the
following can be observed:
(a) the change in joint angle has almost the same pattern in both LCNN and
PID controller;
(b) there is a slight time shift between PID and LCNN based joint angles. The
reason for this time shift is due to the initial noise in the joint where the
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LCNN controller takes some time to adjust to the walking cycle (when the
data from two simulations using PID controller and LCNN controller are
shown in the same plot as in 5.7a, the two plot lines are slightly apart due to
this time delay);
(c) the LCNN controller seems to have a moment of pause during the stance
phase (in the middle of the stance phase);
(d) when the PID controller is used, an intermediate target is given for the joint
during the stance phase, whereas when the LCNN controller is used, the
change is solely dependent on the joint angles and reaction forces. This
difference may be affecting the walking even though the training is done
based on PID controller based walking;
(e) when observed visually in the simulation, a slight difference in walking can
be seen but it does not affect the overall behaviour of walking.
5.5.1.2 Comparison of torque
The plot in Figure 5.8 shows the change in joint torque using PID controller
and LCNN Controller. By examining the behaviour of the torque in the plots of
Figure 5.8, the following can be observed:
(a) the change in torque has almost the same pattern in both LCNN and PID
controllers;
(b) we can see the same delay in the LCNN controller based walking as in the
above joint angle plots. By closely examining the initial torques, it can be
observed that there is noise and the amount of torque and direction of torque
are different in LCNN controller for the first few seconds. This noise in torque
is the reason for this slight delay of LCNN controller.
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(a) Compares the torque from start to end
of the 40s simulation
(b) Compares the torque in an expanded
section of the simulation (10s to 15s)
Figure 5.8: Comparison of torque in Hip Joint-1 of Leg-1 using PID controller
and LCNN Controller
5.5.1.3 Comparison of reaction force in Z direction (vertical)
The plot in Figure 5.9 shows the change in reaction force on the tip of Leg-1
using PID controller and NN Controller for the Hip Joint-1. By examining the
behaviour of the reaction force in the plots of Figure 5.9, the following can be
observed:
(a) the change in reaction force has almost the same pattern;
(b) the same time shift in joint angles and the torque is present, which means
that the LCNN controller has a slight delay due to the initial noise in torque
and joint angles.
When the hexapod uses the LCNN controller in the Hip Joint-1 of Leg-1,
the behaviour of that joint when compared to the other two Hip Joint-1’s of the
same group of legs (the legs 1, 3 and 5 are in the same group) needs to be in
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(a) Compares the reaction force during the
40s simulation
(b) Compares the reaction force in an
expanded section (10s to 15s)
Figure 5.9: Comparison of reaction force (Z direction) in Leg-1 using PID
controller and LCNN Controller for Hip Joint-1
synchronisation for the hexapod to walk properly. To check this, the below plots
in Figure 5.10 are used where the Hip Joint-1 of Leg-1 is compared with hip Joint-
1 of Leg-3 for Joint Angle. The data is collected in one run of the simulation
where Hip Joint-1 of Leg-1 uses a LCNN controller. The plot in Figure 5.10
shows that the change of joint angle in Hip Joint-1 of Leg-1 and Leg-3 has minor
differences but are in synchronous to produce the walking gait. Overall, the
LCNN controller based Hip Joint-1 of Leg-1 follows the same behaviour as the
PID controller based Hip Joint-1 of Leg-3.
5.6 Conclusion
By analysing and comparing the joint angles, torques and reaction forces in the
PID controller and the LCNN controller in above plots, it is clear that a LCNN
controller can be trained to reproduce almost the same output generated by a joint
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(a) Compares the joint angle during the 40s
simulation
(b) Compares the joint angle in an
expanded section (10s to 15s)
Figure 5.10: Comparison of joint angle in Hip Joint-1 of Leg-1 (NN Controller)
and 3 hip Joint-1 of Leg-3 (PID Controller)
PID controller. The PID controller does not take into account the reaction forces
or the joint angles from other joints in a particular leg. The initial results prove
that a function can be found between joint angles, reaction force components and
the torque applied on a joint.
Our main purpose here is to show that the PID controller behaviour can
be imitated by using a different set of inputs which generates almost the same
output (torque). This shows the feasibility of replacing the PID controllers with
a different controller based on LCNN architecture.
CHAPTER 6
Artificial Evolution Based Walking
In recent years the use of evolutionary techniques in robotics has gained
momentum and much research work is carried out in this area. In general, the
artificial evolution techniques tries to mimic the natural selection and survival
process in evolution.
6.1 Artificial Evolution
The most common method used for artificial evolution is genetic algorithms (GA)
which can also be called as evolutionary algorithms (EA) from a high level.
Genetic algorithms are based on the natural evolution process which can be
interpreted as the survival of the fittest. In artificial evolution, scientists try to
adopt the same process as natural evolution. One main difference is the selection
of parents. In natural evolution this can be considered as random whereas in
artificial evolution we choose fitter parents (a value is associated that can be
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used to measure the fitness) in order to create the next generation of children.
Spears et al. [Spears et al., 1993], state in their paper that an evolutionary
algorithm maintains a population of structures, which evolves according to rules
that are in place for selection, crossover and mutation. The main objective of an
EA is to search for solutions in a large search space. The solution is dependent
on the problem definition and the evaluation criteria for the solutions. There are
two main components in an EA:
• the population, which is a collection of structures where each structure
represents a possible solution;
• the operators, which are the operations that are performed upon the
population so that the new solutions are proposed and evaluated. The
main operators are Selection, Crossover and Mutation.
6.1.1 Population
Every GA or EA has a population. A structure in the population is called a
chromosome or a genotype. A bit string, a real number, a vector of real numbers
are some examples for a chromosome. Each chromosome also has an associated
value that represents the quality with respect to fitness of that chromosome as a
solution. To start an EA, there should at least one chromosome in the population.
Some people use many chromosomes at the start of the evolution process, whereas
some others use only one or two.
6.1.1.1 Initial population
Choosing or generating an initial population for an evolutionary algorithm
remains a less researched topic as for Maaranen et al [Maaranen et al., 2007].
This discussion shows that the initial population may have a lasting affect on
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the subsequent generations of the solutions. In other words, the authors of the
paper [Maaranen et al., 2007] show that the initial population may have an effect
on the convergence of a GA. This is an interesting result, which is noted in the
tests completed with rastrigin function in this study. These tests are discussed
later in the chapter. The observation was that different initial populations yield
different final solutions after the same number of evolutionary cycles, and their
convergence patterns are also different.
Use of pseudo random numbers is the traditional way of generating an
initial population, while quasi random numbers are also being used recently
[Maaranen et al., 2007]. This paper further discusses the generation of initial
population using other methods and compares their results. The conclusion from
their testing is that pseudo random and quasi random generators are fast and
easy to use for most of the genetic algorithms.
6.1.1.2 Population representation
The traditional way of representing the chromosomes in a population is by using
bit strings. This method is close to an actual genotype representation. But
now there are research work that use real value vectors, lists and even neural
networks as the chromosomes. As discussed in the paper by Spears et al.,
[Spears et al., 1993] there is not much theoretical work been done to formulate
how the representation affects the evolutionary algorithms or how to choose a
representation depending on the problem.
6.1.2 Selection
For each evolutionary cycle, parent chromosomes need to be selected from the
population in order to generate children. The process of selection can have
different rules depending on the problem and the problem domain. The idea
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is to select fitter parents, hoping that fitter children will be generated. Some
EA’s use the fittest from population whereas some first selects a few fitter ones
and some more randomly as a subset from the population and then randomly
select the parents from that subset. There is no hard and fast rule in selection but
always selecting the fittest from the population as parents for the next generation
is not a good option, as it can lead to a narrow area of the search space. A
recommended method is to use one fitter member and select the other member
randomly (assuming only two parents are used) from the population.
6.1.3 Crossover
Once the parents are selected, the next operation is to mix or combine the parents.
This is called the crossover operation. If the chromosomes are bit strings, the main
crossover method is to combine a section of one parent with another section of the
second parent. As an example, if the bit string has eight bits, the first four bits
from parent one can be combined with the last four bits of the second parent and
create a new eight bit string, which is the child chromosome. If the chromosome
is a single or a vector of real values, then different crossover mechanisms can be
used. As an example, the average value of the parents can be taken as the new
child. The idea of crossover is to create a child that has the traces of both parent
chromosomes.
6.1.4 Mutation
After a new child is created, the next operation is to mutate the child chromosome
randomly. As an example, if we take the eight bit string chromosomes described
above, a mutation operation may change one of the bits from 1 to 0 or 0 to 1.
The idea is that only a very small percentage of the children are mutated. If
the chromosome is a vector of real values, then the mutation may be done by
randomly selecting 10% of the values in the vector and add or subtract a small
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value from them. Even the mutation amount can be chosen as a random value.
The objective of mutation is to introduce new values into the solution space.
6.1.5 Evolutionary process and fitness functions
Once Selection and Mutation operations are performed, the next step is to
evaluate the new children (or child). The evaluation criteria is given as a form of
a function which is called fitness function. Depending on the problem, the fitness
function can be varied. Also, the fitness function for a given problem may vary
depending on the designer of the fitness function.
See Figure 6.1 to see the typical flow of an evolutionary process for optimising
a controller (a controller is an example and this can be related to performing a
specific task). This process will be discussed in the sections below.
Figure 6.1: A typical evolutionary process
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6.2 Evolutionary Robotics
The main idea of evolutionary robotics (ER) is to develop automatic methods
that can create intelligent controllers for autonomous robots. The controllers
are relevant to the task the robot is being optimised for. During evolution,
the robot(s) attempts to perform this task within their environment. The
performance of the controllers are then evaluated and better performing ones
are chosen while others are discarded. Then the selected controllers are slightly
altered and the task is performed again. This process is done iteratively until
the controller does the task as specified in the evaluation criteria (i.e., fitness
function).
As an example, a controller can be evolved for robot vision to identify objects.
In our research the controller is related to robot locomotion. In more specific
terms a controller to handle the behaviour of a leg joint using the sensory inputs.
This research area has been reviewed in publications such as [Kecske´s et al.,
2013; Harvey et al., 1997; Mataric´ and Cliff, 1996; Koos et al., 2010; Eiben, 2014;
Doncieux et al., 2011]. A thorough review of the field can be found in the book
by [Nolfi and Floreano, 2000]. An assessment of where and how EA can be
used in Evolutionary Robotics is presented by Doncieux et al [Doncieux et al.,
2011] where parameter tuning, evolutionary aided design, online evolutionary
adaptation and automatic synthesis are analysed. The research work done by De
Garis [De Garis et al., 1994; de Garis, 1992; De Garis et al., 1998] discuss about
getting a simulated quadruped perform the tasks such as walk straight, turn left
or right using evolved process controllers. This locomotion of the quadruped
is a difficult problem to solve analytically. Using evolutionary approaches this
behaviour was achieved as a black box solution. The outputs of the ANN were
the angles for the leg components (positions of all the legs over time), which
means kinematics are used rather than dynamics. The fitness functions were
chosen depending on the behaviour that needed to be achieved. As an example,
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for walking straight behaviour, the distance travelled during a given number of
cycles was chosen as the fitness.
6.2.1 Fitness functions in evolutionary robotics
A key component of the evolutionary process is the fitness function that measures
the fitness of the controllers for a given task. Evolutionary Robotics (ER) has the
potential to develop controllers, which can perform in situations that the human
designers never thought of. In order to achieve this level of adaptability in a
robot controller, the fitness function needs to be able to measure the accuracy of
the task (which is being optimised) so that the EA generates a better solution
subsequently. In other words, the relationship between the task and the fitness
function has to be in such a way that the fitness function selects individuals that
behave as wanted, and importantly directs the search in the desired direction.
This means the designers of the fitness functions have to have a degree of
a priori knowledge about the task to formulate the various fitness functions
employed during different evolutionary processes. Nelson et al. [Nelson et al.,
2009] have done a comprehensive survey on the use of fitness functions in
evolutionary robotics (ER). Various fitness functions used in ER are discussed in
this paper and fitness functions are categorised according to the amount of priori
knowledge used in designing them. They try to identify methods which lead
to the development of controllers with high accuracy, while requiring a minimum
amount of a priori task knowledge from the human designer in formulating fitness
functions.
6.2.1.1 Examples of fitness functions in locomotion
Many fitness functions used in ER are discussed in [Nelson et al., 2009] in detail.
Some of the fitness functions related to locomotion are briefly discussed here. The
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evolution of gaits for a legged robot (Robot OCT-lb) is presented by Gomi and
Ide [Gomi and Ide, 1998] where they use a complicated fitness function for gait
evaluation. Their fitness function is summarised as in Equation 6.1.
F = strides ∗ (1− overcurrents) ∗ (differences) ∗ (1− hits) ∗ 1000 (6.1)
where;
strides =
lifespan∑
i=1
liftswingi
lifespan
liftswingi =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
+1 when the leg lifts up and swings back
or moves down and swings forward
−1 otherwise
overcurrents =
lifespan∑
i=1
legs∑
j=1
(lift currentij +
swing currentij
lifespan
)
differences =
lifespan∑
i=1
(up lifti − down lifti) + (fwd swingi − bkwd swingi)
hits =
lifespan∑
i=1
belly hiti
lifespan
Each of the terms in Equation 6.1 is a function based on a combination of
the robot’s behaviour and the inputs from the sensors. The first term (strides)
represents how a forward motion would develop. The energy efficiency and the
smoothness of the leg’s movement are described by the second term, overcurrents.
The third term differences represents how well the motions are in general during
the lifespan and the last term hits is the amount of belly hits captured using two
belly sensors.
This robot was able to generate efficient gaits after about 50 generations.
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The hexapod (SECT robot) presented in [Filliat et al., 1999] uses evolutionary
algorithms to evolve locomotion and object avoidance. The actual fitness
functions used are not explicitly stated but the maximum distance travelled by
the robot is used for locomotion evaluation. The controllers for SECT robot were
first evolved in simulation and then transferred to the real robot.
In the study by Earon et al. [Earon et al., 2000], the distance travelled by
a hexapod robot while walking on a treadmill was used as the fitness function.
Their controllers were in the form of state look up tables. With a population
of 30, the researchers state that they were able to achieve functional gaits in 23
generations. The research work presented in [Di Paolo, 2004; Lipson and Pollack,
2000; Hornby et al., 2001] are more examples of how the distance travelled by a
robot during a given time period is used as a measure of fitness. The commercially
available AIBO quadruped robot developed by Sony (Some photos are available
in [Hornby et al., 2005]) was used by [Chernova and Veloso, 2004] with a slightly
different method for fitness evaluation (see Equation 6.2) in gait learning.
F =
d
t
(6.2)
The average speed of the robot is used as the fitness measure during evolution.
Since the time (t) in this function is a constant (its the duration of an evaluation
period), this can also be reduced as the distance travelled (d).
The biped discussed in [Wolff and Nordin, 2002] uses vision and IR sensors for
fitness evaluation (see Equation 6.3).
F = vD(θ) (6.3)
The average velocity of the robot is represented by v. The term D(θ) is another
function which measures the angular change in the robot’s direction and it rewards
controllers with less rotation. A similar fitness function (as in Equation 6.3) was
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used in [Hornby et al., 2005] for gait evolution using the Sony AIBO robot. A
combination of the distance travelled and the average downward motion of a
biped robot’s torso were used for fitness evaluation in the research by Boeing
[Boeing et al., 2004]. It can be seen that the distance travelled is a much often
used fitness evaluation criteria for locomotion in evolutionary robotics.
6.3 Evolving Artificial Neural networks
Many approaches have been proposed for combining Artificial Neural
Networks and Evolutionary Algorithms as discussed in [Turner and Miller, 2013;
Gauci and Stanley, 2010; Slowik, 2011; Yao, 1999]. The study by Yao [Yao, 1999]
has identified the following as some uses of evolutionary algorithms in ANNs:
(a) the ANN connection weight training (also connection weight initialisation);
(b) the ANN architecture design;
(c) learning rule adaptation;
(d) input feature selection;
(e) extracting rules from ANNs.
6.4 Artificial Evolution for Hexapod Walking
The work by [Beer et al., 1992; Mazzapioda M. and Nolfi S., 2006;
von Twickel et al., 2012] shows the research work in using distributed neural
network architectures in hexapod locomotion. As discussed in the previous
chapter, a local cluster neural network is used as the controller in this study.
There we saw that the LCNN controller can be trained to generate a torque
depending on the inputs. The weights of the connections were adjusted according
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to the training data set using the ELSY application. The drawback is that
training data is not available for the possible optimal gait by means of robustness
and efficiency and that is the main reason why the artificial evolution techniques
are used to generate the required weights for the LCNN controller.
6.4.1 Introduction to the approach
The approach is to use weights generated by ELSY as a base and evolve them to
new values in each of the LCNN controllers, so that the hexapod can walk. Each
LCNN controller for the joints of the hexapod has a set of weights. During the
simulation, these weights are loaded to their relevant controllers and generates
a torque depending on the inputs (three joint angles and three reaction force
components for the leg in consideration). So the goal is to create a better set
of weights for each of the joints. Artificial evolution techniques will be used to
optimise the weights of the LCNN controller. There are two main states for our
walking hexapod at any given time:
• stand up and hold the position without collapsing to the ground;
• walk with a proper gait so that the hexapod moves forward.
Our approach is first to optimise the weights of the LCNN controllers so that
the hexapod can stand up and hold its position. The main reason we use the
evolution for standing position is to test our program and the framework. The
way fitness is calculated for standing is different from the way fitness is calculated
for walking. How fitness values can be calculated is discussed later in the chapter.
All the joints in each of the legs will be evolved simultaneously. This means all
18 controllers are evolved in each run. If any of the controllers have reached the
fitness level specified for that particular joint, then that controller will not be
evolved any further.
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6.4.2 Identify a chromosome (genotype) for the LCNN controllers
With the weights of the LCNN controller being real numbers, a genetic algorithm
is used to evolve these real numbers. It is important to identify a chromosome
or a genotype related to our problem. Each set of weights in a controller is a N
rows × M columns matrix. The success (or fitness) of individual neurons cannot
be measured in the controller. What can be measured is the fitness of the overall
LCNN controller (i.e., the joint). Taking all these facts in to consideration, a
genotype in our system is a matrix of N × M real number values. So, a fitness
value is given to the whole matrix. How the fitness values are obtained and
assigned to the controllers is discussed later in the chapter.
6.5 Evolution Framework
A new application is implemented using C++ to automate the evolution of the
LCNN controller genotype. The following section describes the main components
of the program and how they interact with each other.
6.5.1 Genotype structure
The genotype has the following structure and the variables:
• a matrix of N-Rows × M-Columns that can hold double values;
• a fitness value for standing;
• a fitness value for walking.
The fitness value for standing is mainly used to test the program. There is no
real need to use evolution for determining the torques for the standing position as
they can be calculated and consequently train the LCNN to output these torques
for the known inputs (joint angles and reaction forces).
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With the chosen LCNN architecture, the number of rows is 43 and the
number of columns is 16. Refer to Chapter 5 for more information on the LCNN
architecture.
6.5.2 Joint and leg structures
A joint structure keeps track of the relevant details for a particular joint of a leg
and has the following variables:
• a genotype to hold the current child;
• a vector of genotype to hold the population;
• a target fitness value for standing;
• a target fitness value for waking.
Each joint has its own population. One assumption is that each leg is unique
and that the evolution should happen for all the joints separately. Two parents
will be used from the population and apply a crossover and a mutation function
to generate a child from the parents. A leg is comprised of three joints. Hence,
three Joint type variables are available to hold each of the Hip-1, Hip-2 and the
Knee joints.
6.5.3 Fitness evaluation
The fitness of each of the phenotype (walking behaviour with the newly generated
solution by EA) is calculated by the simulation program. For the standing and
walking modes, two different fitness criteria are proposed.
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6.5.3.1 Fitness for hexapod standing position
When the hexapod is standing without any movement, the angle of each of the
joints would be used as the fitness measure. As an example, Hip Joint-2 angle
of all the legs must be 20 degrees when the hexapod is standing. Then we can
define a fitness function as:
Fitness =
1
1 + e
(6.4)
Where e = target angle - current angle; (error)
The fitness value is between 0 and 1, where a fitness of 1 means that the
joint has evolved to an optimal solution for standing.
Likewise, for Hip Joint-1 and Knee Joint, a target fitness value can be defined
based on the joint angle. Each time the simulation is run by the evolution program
using the new children, the simulation will run for a pre-defined amount of time
(e.g. five seconds) and calculate the fitness based on the joint angles. Once the
simulation is completed, the evolution program will read these fitness values and
assign them to the current children and move to create a new generation.
6.5.3.2 Fitness for hexapod walking
Once the hexapod can get to a standing position using evolution, those genotypes
can be used as the starting population for the joints, to achieve hexapod walking.
A possible fitness function for hexapod walking would be based on the distance
travelled by the hexapod in a given period of time (as an example, the distance
hexapod walks in 20 seconds). The distance hexapod walks using PID controllers
in 20 seconds can be taken as an approximate distance for the target. Then the
same approach used to calculate the fitness in Equation 6.4 can be used here.
The error in this approach, e is:
e = target distance - walked distance;
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As we have discussed in Section 6.2.1.1, often the distance travelled during
a given time period is used as an overall measure of fitness. Since our hexapod
has 18 controllers, a new generation of each controller needs to be tested in the
hexapod and measured for the fitness using the travelled distance. This is a huge
number of parameters and a vast solution space. It can take a very long time
to optimise the controllers in this way. Therefore, we propose using a sub-fitness
function for each of the leg joints in addition to the overall fitness measure of the
distance travelled. As an example, for the Hip Joint-1, the change in joint angle
could be used to calculate a fitness value as discussed below.
In PID controller based walking, during a step cycle (completing a swing
phase and a stance phase is taken as a step cycle), the Hip Joint-1 moves 20
degrees forward (swing phase) and then 20 degrees backwards (stance phase).
Let us assume that swing phase takes a time t1 and the stance phase takes a time
t2 to complete. In each simulation time step we can measure the Hip Joint-1
angle and formulate a fitness value (see Algorithm 6.1).
Algorithm 6.1: A possible fitness measure for Hip Joint-01
if current step duration <t1 then
fH1 = fH1 + (Hip Joint-01 Angle) ;
end
else if current step duration <t2 then
fH1 = fH1 - (Hip Joint-01 Angle) ;
end
In this, fH1 denotes the fitness for Hip Joint-1. By using this method, during
the first part of the step cycle (until t1 which is the swing phase), if the Hip
Joint-1 moves forward, the fitness value increases. If the Hip Joint-1 moves
backwards the fitness value decreases. This process works in opposite way during
stance phase (until t2) where the leg should move backwards. Hence, backward
movement is rewarded and forward movement is penalised by decreasing the
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fitness value. A total fitness value of 40 is the target. Because the angle is
positive for forward movement, the swing phase increases the fitness and the
maximum value it can get here is 20. The angle is negative for backward
movement, so the fitness will still increase if the leg moves backwards during
stance phase, increasing the fitness value further. For the Hip Joint-2 and the
Knee Joint, following algorithm is one of the methods that could be used as a
fitness measure (see Algorithm 6.2).
Algorithm 6.2: A possible fitness measure for Hip Joint-02 and Knee Joint
if current step duration <t1 AND ReactionForcey == 0 then
fH2 = fH2 + (linear displacement of the tip of the leg) ;
end
else if current step duration <t2 AND ReactionForcey >0 then
fH2 = fH2 - (linear displacement of the tip of the leg) ;
end
In this, the ReactionForcey denotes the vertical component of the reaction force
when the leg is on ground and the fH2 is the fitness for Hip Joint-2. The linear
displacement of the tip of the leg is how much the leg has travelled (ground
gain) during the step cycle relative to the body. Using the PID walking data, a
target value for this distance can be derived. As an example, if a leg moves 4cm
forward during swing and then 4cm backward during stance, the target value for
fitness (fH2) can be defined as 8. A positive gain in linear displacement during
swing time is rewarded while a backward movement is penalised. In contrast, a
backward movement during stance time is rewarded, while a forward movement
is penalised. The same method can be adapted for the Knee Joint too. The
fitness calculation can be further refined by introducing a specific range for the
Hip-02 and Knee joint angles. As an example, during the swing phase (until t1),
the Hip Joint-2 angle should be within the range of 40 and 80 degrees, can be an
additional refinement.
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6.5.4 Evolution algorithm
The evolution program will first load the population of each joint in to the relevant
leg and relevant joint object. Initially a population is not available. First, two
sets of weights are loaded, which were generated from ELSY (for each joint) using
the input and output data sets. At first, the weights will be randomly initialised
for two runs in ELSY (for each joint) so that two sets of weights for each joint
are available, possibly with complete different weight values. These weight sets
are then used as the first two sets of generations, to run the simulation. Once
the simulation is completed (simulation is run for a given duration) and fitness
is assigned for each of the children in the generation, then the children are added
to their relevant population. See Figure 6.2 to see the flow of the initial run of
the program.
Figure 6.2: Program flow for initial run. This will be run twice to get 2 parents
with a fitness value, for each joint.
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After completing the initial run as described above, two initial parents for
each of the joints are available. Now, the evolution process can be started until
the desired fitness level is achieved. The algorithm for the evolutionary program
is as stated in Algorithm 6.3. Once the genotypes in the population with their
Algorithm 6.3: Algorithm for the evolutionary program
while Current Global Fitness Value <Target Global Fitness Value do
foreach Joint do
if Current Joint Fitness <Target Joint Fitness then
Select Parents() ;
Cross Over();
Mutate();
else
Joint Evolved = true;
end
end
Save Weights For Simulation();
Run Simulation();
Assign Fitness Values For Current Children();
Add Children To Population();
end
fitness values are available, the genotype with the highest fitness and another
genotype selected randomly are run through the crossover and mutation functions
to generate a new set of children (1 child per each joint). If at any given cycle, any
one of the joints has reached the target fitness, that joint is flagged as Evolved.
In the subsequent evolution cycles, the Evolved joints will not be updated. Apart
from the fitness value for each of the joints, a fitness value for the whole hexapod
is calculated. As an example, the distance walked (as discussed previously) can
be used as a fitness value for the overall hexapod.
6.5.4.1 Crossover function
For each of the joints, two parents from the population are taken and then the
crossover operation is performed using one or more criteria from the below:
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• Combine weights of parents;
Under this criteria, a random number between 0 and 1 is generated (m).
Then the first value (A) in the vector of weights from first parent and the
corresponding value (B) in the same position of the vector from the second
parent is chosen and the child value (C) for the same position is calculated
as:
C = mA+ (1−m)B (6.5)
• Single point crossover using columns;
A random number within the number of columns in the genotype matrix
is generated (crossover point). Then the columns up to the crossover point
is copied to child from parent 1 and columns beyond crossover point is
copied to child from parent 2. See Figure 6.3 for an illustration.
Figure 6.3: Crossover at a specific column
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• Single point cross over using rows:
A random number within the number of rows in the genotype matrix is
generated. Then the rows up to the crossover point is copied to child from
parent 1 and rows beyond crossover point is copied to the child from parent
2. See Figure 6.4 for an illustration.
Figure 6.4: Crossover at a specific row
6.5.4.2 Mutation
After a new child is generated by crossover, that child genotype is taken and
mutated. The whole matrix is scanned and some of the randomly selected
weight values are mutated. A minimum value is defined which will be added
or subtracted from the selected weight value. Both the selection of weights to
be mutated and whether the value is increased or decreased, are decided by
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random probability. See the Figure 6.5 for an illustration. The mutated values
are highlighted in a different colour in the chromosome. If a weight value in the
vector is selected randomly to be mutated, the mutation value is calculated as
below.
Mutation Value, A = Generate a Random number between -1.0 and 1.0;
Mutation Rate, R = Generate a Random number between 1 and 5;
Final Mutation Value = (A * R)/(Current Generation number * 0.1);
The approach here is to have a bigger mutation value in the beginning and
reduce the mutation value towards the end of the evolution. Above are the values
used in the testing and the constants specified may be changed for hexapod
walking, to suit the purpose. But the approach will stay the same.
Figure 6.5: Mutation of a chromosome
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6.6 Testing the Algorithm
Since we have developed the evolutionary framework with the algorithm as
described in section 6.5.4, it is required to test it with a known problem to validate
its effectiveness. There are different ways to test evolutionary algorithms where
the goal is to optimise a function. Some example functions that can be used for
testing are as below:
a.) unimodal functions which contains only one optimum value (e.g., sphere
function);
b.) multimodal (many optimum values) with a number of local minima (e.g.,
rastrigin function);
c.) multimodal (many optimum values) with an exponential number of local
minima (e.g., ackleys function).
To test our algorithm we have chosen the Rastrigin function. This function
has been used in [Sa´ et al., 2008] for testing the Differential Evolution algorithm
(DE). The DE [Storn and Price, 1997; Price et al., 2006] algorithm belongs to the
same family as EA and GA where it uses the concepts of crossover, mutation and
selection in the evolution of a population.
6.6.1 Rastrigin function
This is a multimodal function with local minima and a global minimum. The
global minimum is located at [0 0] and the below Figure 6.6 shows a 3D plot of
a sample Rastrigin function. The local minima are shown by the valleys in the
plot. The rastrigin function is defined as below (See the Equation 6.6).
f(x) = An+
n∑
i=1
[x2i − Acos(2πxi)] (6.6)
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Figure 6.6: Rastrigin function
A : Value of A is chosen as 2
x i : Variables
n : Dimensions
6.6.2 Optimising rastrigin function using our evolutionary program
A new test function is written, which uses the same selection, crossover and
mutation functions in the implemented program. The test function calculates
the rastrigin function value for a given pair of values (X1 and X2). Both n and A
are chosen as 2. The testing process is discussed in detail in the sections below.
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6.6.2.1 Test genotype
The genotype (chromosome) for testing consist of two real numbers. Each
represents the X1 and X2 values for the function, where a genotype is represented
as a vector with 1 row and 2 columns. Below Figure 6.7 shows how a sample set
of X1 and X2 values are represented as genotypes.
Figure 6.7: How a genotype is represented in the testing of rastrigin function
6.6.2.2 Test method
An initial population needs to be chosen for the evolution. The way the algorithm
works is that it starts with only two genotypes, which means the initial population
is two. The values for the initial genotypes are chosen randomly. These are
called Parent-0 and Parent-1. These initial genotypes do not have a fitness value
associated with them to begin with. Hence, first task of the algorithm is to
calculate the rastrigin function value and the fitness value for the initial two
genotypes.
Once the initial population has a fitness value associated, from there onwards
the algorithm go through the steps of Selection, Crossover and Mutation to create
a new child genotype. Then the function value and fitness value are calculated for
the child and is added to the population. At each run of the program a new child
is created until the maximum population limit is reached. From then onwards,
the population is maintained by replacing weaker genotypes by new fitter child
genotypes, if the child has a better fitness value than the weakest genotype in the
population.
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6.6.2.3 Calculating fitness for rastrigin function
Referring to Figure 6.6, we can see that the further it is from the origin the higher
the local minima value. At origin, the function has the global minima value,
which is 0. Since the test is to find the global minima, the actual function value
is used as the fitness value for each phenotype. Therefore, the objective is to
minimise the fitness value, which means fitter genotypes has a lesser fitness value.
Fitness = f(x) (6.7)
where f(x) is the calculated Rastrigin value.
This means the higher the rastrigin value the lower the fitness level. At
the origin the function has the highest fitness value where the rastrigin value is
0.
6.6.3 Results of rastrigin function test
Figure 6.8 shows the rastrigin function value (fitness value) change for 3000
generations of the evolutionary program. Figure 6.8a shows the full 3000
generations whereas the Figure 6.8b shows a section of the plot. These plots
show that the fitness is optimised very quickly during the initial iterations (close
to iteration 400) and from there onwards the fitness gets more refined. The
actual fitness value after 3000 generations is 0.00589 where the X1 and X2 values
(coordinates) are -0.00491 and -0.01102 respectively. It is clear that these values
are very close to the optimum value of X1=0 and X2=0.
Figure 6.9 shows the range of X1, X2 values and the fitness values generated by
the evolution algorithm. The first plot, Figure 6.9a, has all the range generated
during the 3000 iterations, whereas Figure 6.9b shows the values closer to the
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(a) Rastrigin fitness value minimising over
generations
(b) Rastrigin fitness value minimising - a
closer look
Figure 6.8: Rastrigin function (fitness) value change is shown in these plots
global minima.
(a) Rastrigin fitness against the inputs (b) Rastrigin fitness against the inputs
Figure 6.9: Rastrigin function (fitness) value change against inputs
To further compare the results with the actual values, few more plots are created.
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The Figure 6.10 shows the contour lines of the function superimposed with the
fitness values generated using the evolution algorithm. By examining this plot we
can see how the fitness values are concentrated above the local minima contour
lines.
Figure 6.10: Evolution results with rastrigin function contour lines
Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 compare the rastrigin function with the evolution
algorithm generated fitness values. The rastrigin function is shown as a mesh grid
and the values generated by the evolution program are shown as red circles. We
can see that the evolution algorithm has found local minima but has not stuck in
them. It has been able to jump out of the local minima and drive towards finding
the global minimum.
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Figure 6.11: Evolution results with rastrigin function
Figure 6.12: Evolution results with rastrigin function
6.7 Summary
In this chapter the Evolutionary algorithms, Genetic algorithms and Evolutionary
robotics were discussed. Possible methods for calculating fitness values to achieve
hexapod walking are proposed. Also, the evolutionary framework implemented
for this research was introduced and the framework was validated using a known
problem. The framework was tested and it has worked as expected in testing.
The tools needed for the next step of the research are now ready, so that we can
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find an optimal set of weights for the LCNN controller to achieve robust hexapod
walking.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusions and Contributions
In this chapter, a summary of the research is presented briefly in the context of
what has been studied, research findings and contributions, identified issues, and
future direction.
7.1 Conclusions
The control of the force applied on a leg joint (torque) to drive the joints of a
hexapod is discussed in this thesis, which I refer to as Force Controlled Hexapod
Walking. Dynamic simulation is used to show that hexapod walking can be
achieved using PID controllers by only specifying a few intermediate positions
for the joints with this approach (without specifying a continuous pre-planned
path). The main hypothesis of this research is to understand whether it is possible
for hexapod walking to arise from the cooperation of autonomous legs, without
explicit communication between the legs. As an initiation to answer this question,
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a new controller is proposed and tested, which uses leg reaction forces and joint
angles as a method of explicit communication to drive a joint by generating and
controlling the torque. This approach of controlling a leg joint is a contribution
to the gap of knowledge on different methods currently used to control leg joints.
With the experiments performed using the dynamic simulation of a hexapod,
I have shown the feasibility of using the changing reaction force on the hexapod
legs as a way of communication due to the effect each leg has from other legs
in motion. To further support this argument, an artificial neural network based
controller has been proposed and demonstrated that it can generate a torque with
the reaction force and joint angles, as inputs. Some of the limitations and issues
related to this study are:
(a) the behaviour of physics in the actual world may differ slightly when
compared with the dynamic simulation, due to any computational errors;
(b) the slippage of hexapod legs during stance phase due to the geometrical
constraints cannot be eliminated, but the effect is reduced using intermediate
positions;
(c) the LCNN controller is over trained (though it is not a significant issue) and
may need to use a lower number of local clusters to overcome this situation;
(d) forming a fitness function to optimise the controller is complex and may take
a considerable amount of time to evolve.
7.2 Summary of the Contributions
The main contribution from this research is an approach to control
leg joints by controlling the torque applied on them. This is tested
initially using PID controllers and then using LCNNs. A design for a
joint controller is provided, which uses force feedback and joint angles as inputs
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to generate a torque, and shows the feasibility of using it in a simulation of
hexapod walking. By using this approach the following results are achieved.
Hexapod Walking Using PID Controllers It has been demonstrated that
our 18 DOF hexapod can achieve robust walking on even ground using
PID controllers at each of the leg joints. This is shown by implementing
and building a hexapod in a dynamic simulation environment, based on
the Open Dynamics Engine physics library. The main feature in our PID
controller is that it works closely to how a real world leg joint of an animal
works. This means we have not put any restrictions on the controller and
it does not use stepper motors. The controller applies torques on joints and
accelerates the attached limbs to the target configurations as the same way
an animal would move its legs. By specifying only four configurations for
each leg joint (four target positions), a tripod gait for the hexapod has been
achieved.
An ANN Based controller An ANN based controller is implemented using
LCNNs for the leg joints where the feedback from the leg force sensors and
the joint angles are used as inputs in order to generate a torque that drives
the joint. This controller has been tested on a leg joint and demonstrated
that it works. It generates a torque depending on the real time information
from force sensors and joint angle sensors.
A Framework For Evolving the LCNN Controller A software program is
implemented based on artificial evolution and genetic algorithms that will
be used to evolve the LCNN controller. The important question of the
formulation of appropriate fitness functions for hexapod walking is discussed
and options presented. The algorithm and the software framework are
validated using a known problem (Rastrigin function) and has shown that
they work as expected.
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7.3 Future Work
The control of leg joints by controlling the torque applied on them and the
feasibility of using force feedback in a joint controller is demonstrated in this
study. The next step for this research is to validate the proposed fitness functions
so that an optimal function between the inputs (reaction force components and
joint angles) and the output (torque) can be found automatically using artificial
evolution. For each generation of the evolution, the simulation needs to be run
and evaluate for fitness. This process is an expensive computation, as it can take
a large number of generations to get the hexapod walking. Differential evolution
is one of the strategies that can be used in this process.
In addition to force components and angles, it is possible to use the angular
velocity of the joints as another input to the controller. This additional input may
have a positive impact on training the LCNN as the angular velocity is the basis
for the PID controller. This approach means using nine inputs to the controller.
Once the controller is working in simulation mode, a physical hexapod will be
built. The LCNN chips that are already developed can be used as the controller
in the real robot. This is our ultimate goal.
APPENDIX A
Hexapod Videos
A.1 Links to the Videos
Videos of the simulation are available in youtube and they can be accessed using
the following link.
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCN0u5ATWRRqUc-i5HB_2dWA/videos
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APPENDIX B
Modelling Software
There are three main software modules used in this research.
1. Dynamic simulation module
2. Evolution (genetic algorithm) module
3. LCNN training (ELSY) module
The LCNN training program is from the previous work done by Sitte et al.
[Sitte et al., 1998a], hence further details are not provided here.
B.1 Simulation Software
The Simulation is developed in C++ and the open dynamics engine (ODE)
physics library. The below diagram (Figure B.1) shows the main components
and the flow of the software.
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Figure B.1: The simulation software components
B.1.1 The PID controller code snippet
The below code snippet shows how the PID controller changes the applied torque
on Hip Joint-1 of each leg during each time step. A flag (true/false) is set for
each joint to check whether to use the PID controller or the LCNN controller.
for ( int i=0; i < LEG_COUNT ; i++)
{
//Get the cur r ent j o i n t ang le f o r Hip−01
angle_Hip_01 [ i ] = dJointGetHingeAngle ( hinge_Hip_01_Leg [ i ] ) ;
// Ca l cu la t e the e r r o r on ang le by sub t ra c t i on from the t a r g e t ang le
error_Hip_01 [ i ] = targetAngle_HipJoint_01 [ i ] − angle_Hip_01 [ i ] ;
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// Ca l cu la t e the i n t e g r a l component
integral_Hip_01 [ i ] = integral_Hip_01 [ i ] + ( error_Hip_01 [ i ]
∗ WORLD_STEP ) ;
//Check whether a new ta r g e t ang le i s g iven
if ( targetAngle_HipJoint_01 [ i ]
!= previous_TargetAngle_HipJoint_01 [ i ] )
{
timeSinceNewTarget_StartTime_HipJoint_01 [ i ]=true ;
timeSinceNewTarget_HipJoint_01 [ i ] = 0 . 0 ;
}
if ( timeSinceNewTarget_StartTime_HipJoint_01 [ i ] )
{
timeSinceNewTarget_HipJoint_01 [ i ] += WORLD_STEP ;
}
// I f s imu la t i on i s o l d e r than 2 time s t ep s and the new ta r g e t
// ang le i s o l d e r than 3 time s t ep s ( This i s to e l im ina t e the
//huge torque from de r i v a t i v e component due to e r r o r be ing 0)
// ( Skip a few time s t ep s be f o r e i n co rpo ra t i ng the d e r i v a t i v e
//component
if ( totalSimTime > WORLD_STEP∗ 2 && targetAngle_HipJoint_01 [ i ]
== previous_TargetAngle_HipJoint_01 [ i ]
&& timeSinceNewTarget_HipJoint_01 [ i ] >= WORLD_STEP∗ 3)
{
derivative_Hip_01 [ i ] =
( error_Hip_01 [ i ] − previous_Error_Hip_01 [ i ] )
/ WORLD_STEP ;
timeSinceNewTarget_StartTime_HipJoint_01 [ i ]=false ;
}
else
{
// This i s done to get r i d o f huge torque from de r i v a t i v e
// term alone due to p r e v i o u s e r r o r=0 in f i r s t time step
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derivative_Hip_01 [ i ] = 0 ;
}
// Ca l cu la t e the torque (sum of a l l P, I and D terms )
torque_Hip_01 [ i ] = ( Kp_HipJoint_01 [ i ] ∗ error_Hip_01 [ i ] )
+ ( Ki_HipJoint_01 [ i ] ∗ integral_Hip_01 [ i ] )
+ ( Kd_HipJoint_01 [ i ] ∗ derivative_Hip_01 [ i ] ) ;
previous_Error_Hip_01 [ i ] = error_Hip_01 [ i ] ;
previous_TargetAngle_HipJoint_01 [ i ]= targetAngle_HipJoint_01 [ i ] ;
//Apply the torque on Hip Joint−01
dJointAddHingeTorque ( hinge_Hip_01_Leg [ i ] , torque_Hip_01 [ i ] ) ;
}
B.1.2 The LCNN controller code snippet
The below code snippet shows how the LCNN controller changes the applied
torque on Hip Joint-1 of each leg during each time step. Depending on one of the
joint flags (true/false) the LCNN controller is used or else the PID controller is
used.
for ( int i=0; i < LEG_COUNT ; i++)
{
// St ructure to hold inputs to the LCNN c o n t r o l l e r
double ∗inputHip01 = new double [ num_dimen ] ;
//Get the cur r ent j o i n t ang l e s f o r Hip−01, Hip−02 and Knee
angle_Hip_01 [ i ] = dJointGetHingeAngle ( hinge_Hip_01_Leg [ i ] ) ;
angle_Hip_02 [ i ] = dJointGetHingeAngle ( hinge_Hip_02_Leg [ i ] ) ;
angle_Knee [ i ] = dJointGetHingeAngle ( hinge_Knee_Leg [ i ] ) ;
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// Set the inputs
inputHip01 [ 0 ] = ToDegrees ( angle_Hip_01 [ i ] )
+ AngleNormalisingConstants_Hip_01 [ i ] ;
inputHip01 [ 1 ] = ToDegrees ( angle_Hip_02 [ i ] ) ;
inputHip01 [ 2 ] = ToDegrees ( angle_Knee [ i ] ) ;
inputHip01 [ 3 ] = reactionForce [ i ] . X ;
inputHip01 [ 4 ] = reactionForce [ i ] . Y ;
inputHip01 [ 5 ] = reactionForce [ i ] . Z ;
// Ca l cu la t e the torque
NN_torque_Hip_01 [ i ] = nNetController_Hip_01 [ i ] . GenerateOutput (
num_dimen , inputHip01 ) ;
//Apply the torque on Hip Joint−01
dJointAddHingeTorque ( hinge_Hip_01_Leg [ i ] , NN_torque_Hip_01 [ i ] ) ;
}
B.2 Evolutionary Program
A C++ program is written based on the genetic algorithm described in Chapter
6 (Algorithm 6.3). The Figure B.2 shows how the evolutionary program and
the simulation interacts during the evolutionary process. When the algorithm is
tested using the Rastrigin function, the test function is called instead of invoking
the simulation.
B.2.1 Code snippet for selecting parents
At each run of the evolutionary program, each joint needs to select 2 parents
from the available population to generate the next generation of children. The
following function shows the code for this operation.
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Figure B.2: Program flow for the evolutionary program
void CJoint : : SelectParents ( )
{
/∗ Sort the populat ion . This i s s o r t i n g accord ing to the
//m FitnessStanding value ( Sorted in ascending order ) ∗/
std : : sort ( m_Population . begin ( ) , m_Population . end ( ) ) ;
// F i tne s s can be minimizat ion or maximization .
if ( FITNESS_MAXIMIZE != true )
{
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reverse ( m_Population . begin ( ) , m_Population . end ( ) ) ;
//Now sor t ed in descending order
}
//Choose f i r s t parent
m_CurrentParent [ 0 ] = m_Population [ m_Population . size ( ) −1 ] ;
/∗Rather than ge t t i n g the parents with h i ghe s t f i t n e s s f o r both
// parents s e l e c t the second parent randomly
∗/
if ( m_Population . size ( ) > 2)
{
m_CurrentParent [ 1 ]
= m_Population [ GenerateRandomInt ( m_Population . size ( ) −2 , 0 ) ] ;
}
else
{
m_CurrentParent [ 1 ] = m_Population [ m_Population . size ( ) −2 ] ;
}
}
B.2.2 Code snippet for crossover (for the selected parents)
Once the parents are selected, the crossover function combines them together to
generate a child. The crossover method can be different for different purposes.
Most of the time, if the parents are a bit string, these strings can be combined
together as a child (first half of child from one parent and second half is from
the other parent). For real numbers, the average or a weighted sum of parents
are some crossover methods. The following code snippet shows two crossover
methods being implemented.
void CJoint : : CrossOver ( )
{
switch ( m_CrossOverType )
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{
case COMBINE_PARENTS_VERTICAL :
{
//Generate a random number to s p l i t the parents
// v e r t i c a l l y (Columns )
int splitColumn = GenerateRandomInt ( WEIGHT_COLUMNS , 0 ) ;
for ( int i=0; i< WEIGHT_ROWS ; i++)
{
for ( int j=0; j<WEIGHT_COLUMNS ; j++)
{
if (j <= splitColumn )
{
m_Child . m_Weights [ i ] [ j ]
= m_CurrentParent [ 0 ] . m_Weights [ i ] [ j ] ;
}
else
{
m_Child . m_Weights [ i ] [ j ]
= m_CurrentParent [ 1 ] . m_Weights [ i ] [ j ] ;
}
}
}
}
break ;
case COMBINE_PARENTS_MIX :
{
for ( int i=0; i< WEIGHT_ROWS ; i++)
{
for ( int j=0; j<WEIGHT_COLUMNS ; j++)
{
// Lets use some randomness in how
// c r o s s ov e r happens
int crossover_rand = GenerateRandomInt ( 3 , 1 ) ;
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if ( crossover_rand == 1 | | crossover_rand == 2)
{
double alpha = GenerateRandomDouble ( 1 . 0 , 0 . 1 ) ;
m_Child . m_Weights [ i ] [ j ] = alpha
∗ ( m_CurrentParent [ 0 ] . m_Weights [ i ] [ j ] ) + (1 − alpha )
∗ ( m_CurrentParent [ 1 ] . m_Weights [ i ] [ j ] ) ;
}
else
{
// Lets get the average o f the 2 numbers
m_Child . m_Weights [ i ] [ j ] = ( ( m_CurrentParent [ 0 ] . m_Weights [ i ] [ j ] )
+ ( m_CurrentParent [ 1 ] . m_Weights [ i ] [ j ] ) ) / 2 ;
}
}
}
}
break ;
}
}
B.2.3 Code snippet for mutation operation
Once the parents are selected and crossed over to generate a child, the next
operation is to introduce some mutation. In this experiment the mutation relates
to slightly changing the weight values by choosing randomly. The following code
snippet shows the mutation methods being implemented.
void CJoint : : Mutate ( void )
{
/∗Take the ch i l d ( each j o i n t c r e a t e s a ch i l d ) c r ea ted
// from c ro s s ov e r and int roduce mutation
//Go throught a l l the weights in m Child ( For Rows , For Columns )
//mutate 10% of the weights
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//( Generate a random number beween 0−9 and i f random number=5,
//mutate ( weight = weight + MUTATEMINIMUM)
//For a −ve mutation , generate another random number between
//0−1 and i f random num 2=0,
// the mutation i s negat ive ( weight=weight − MUTATEMINIMUM)
∗/
switch ( m_MutationType )
{
case SIMPLE_RANDOM :
{
for ( int i=0; i< WEIGHT_ROWS ; i++)
{
for ( int j=0; j<WEIGHT_COLUMNS ; j++)
{
int rCeiling = 100/MUTATION_PERCENTAGE ;
int randomNum = GenerateRandomInt ( rCeiling , 0 ) ;
//This i s use to compare the generated number and to get the
// percentage
int compareNumber = rCeiling /2 ;
if ( randomNum == compareNumber )
{
//The va lue s used here are used f o r t e s t i n g r a s t r i g i n func t i on .
//These can be adjusted f o r s imu la t i on as needed
double mutationValue = GenerateRandomDouble ( 1 . 0 , 0 . 1 ) ;
double mutationRate = GenerateRandomInt (5 , 1 ) ;
double mutationTotal = ( mutationValue ∗ mutationRate )
/( global_Generation_Number ∗ 0 . 1 ) ;
int plusMinus = GenerateRandomInt ( 2 , 1 ) ;
if ( plusMinus == 1) // take t h i s as +
{
m_Child . m_Weights [ i ] [ j ] = m_Child . m_Weights [ i ] [ j ]
+ mutationTotal ;
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}
else
{
m_Child . m_Weights [ i ] [ j ] = m_Child . m_Weights [ i ] [ j ]
− mutationTotal ;
}
}
}
}
}
break ;
}
}
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